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FOREWORD 

BOTH the general public and those charged with building and main
taining our Nation's highways have become increasingly aware ot 
the importance ot roadside development as an integral part of any 
truly progressive highway program and as a major step in the pres
ervation of a precious American heritage—scenic beauty. 

With this increased awareness has come an immediate need for 
a reference document that defines, outlines, and discusses our 
present degree of knowledge concerning the many varied and diverse 
subject areas that comprise the broader concept of roadside 
development. 

The Highway Research Board's 25-year-old Committee on 
Roadside Development responded to this need earlier this year by 
bringing together the considerable talents of its members, each ot 
whom is preeminent in the several fields comprising roadside devel
opment. 

This publication is the result of the elTorts of these professionals 
to compile a brief, but meaningful, publication that describes and 
places in perspective virtually every facet of roadside development— 
including historical background, aesthetics, conservation of natural 
resources in highway construction, rest areas, scenic overlooks, ero
sion control, landscaping, safety considerations, right-of-way ramifi
cations, and the future of roadside development 

The Highway Research Board hopes that those who are re
sponsible for, or interested in, planning, designing and administrating 
roadside development activities will find valuable reference material 
m the chapters to follow. 

In order to expedite the publishing of this Committee effort, 
the American Road Builders' Association and the Automotive Safety 
Foundation generously subscribed in advance tor copies of this 
document This made possible its publication outside the Board's 
normal publishing program. The assistance of these two organiza
tions is gratefully acknowledged 
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CHAPTER ONE 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Roadside development must conserve, enhance, and effectively display 
the natural beauty of the landscape through which the highway passes, 
as wel l as provide safety, utility, economy, and recreation facilities by 
means of proper location, construction, and maintenance of highways 

THIS statement defining the essence of the term "roadside development" might 
well have emerged from the recent White House Conference on Natural Beauty. 
In fact, however, it was issued in 1932 by a joint committee comprised of eight 
members from the Highway Research Board and the American Association of 
State Highway Officials as an attempt to define formally the subject of the com
mittee's concern. 

I t was in that year, with the creation of the joint committee, that the first 
truly coordinated effort was undertaken to guide the practical application of road
side development to America's rapidly growing system of highways. 

The committee, some months after its organizational meeting, gathered in 
Milwaukee to take stock of the laws, funds, organizations, and technical practices 
pertaining to roadside development. Soon thereafter an additional group called 
the Committee on Roadside Economics was formed. 

By 1939, although substantial progress had been made, it became apparent 
that even greater impetus could be given roadside development by dissolving the 
joint committee and by separating the administrative and technical aspects of the 
subject through the creation of two separate committees. Thus, the American 
Association of State Highway Officials that year established a Roadside Develop
ment Committee primarily responsible for matters of an administrative nature, 
while the Highway Research Board created a similarly named group to consider 
solely the technical and research aspects of roadside development. 

The Board's Roadside Development Committee was reorganized into three 
divisions in 1942 to permit a finer delineation of project assignments and to 
eliminate overlapping and repetitious efi'ort. The three divisions, which continued 
to function as such for the next decade, were (1) Design, Right-of-Way and 
Border Control, (2) Construction and Maintenance, and (3) Education, Eco
nomics and Public Relations. 

The term "Complete Highway" was coined by the Committee in 1943 to 
describe succinctly the importance of blending into a highway the important 
elements of design, construction, and maintenance The "Complete Highway," 
therefore, had to incorporate utility, safety, beauty, and economy, defined by the 
Committee as follows: 

1 
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Utility The ability to serve commercial, recreational, local, interstate, and 
other categories of traffic. 

Safety The orderly movement of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. There must 
be ample opportunity to leave the traveled way quickly and safely in 
emergencies. Turnout areas for rest and relaxation are also involved 
as are trees to provide shade and other vegetation to mitigate the 
effects of glare and dust. 

Beauty The "crowning perfection of that which is useful." Beauty is a basic 
element in the harmonious integration of engineering, architectural, 
and landscape techniques. It involves the conservation of shore
lines, trees and woodlands, geological formations, and other natural 
features that provide the components of natural beauty in the highway 
environment. 

Economy A combination of effective design and pleasing appearance at a 
reasonable cost for construction and maintenance. Properly devel
oped roadsides will have. tangible economic merit as a result of 
protection of investment costs, enhancement of land values and con
tributions to safety. 

Figure 1. Some of Oregon's most beau t i fu l scenery is in the Columbia River Gorge a f e w miles east of 
Portland on US 3 0 . This aer ia l v i e w overlooks Crown Point, Rooster Rock State Park and the 
Columbia River. The sandy beach at l e f t is par t of Rooster Rock Park, wh ich offers s w i m m i n g 
and picnicking areas, and a boat launching dock. Motorists have a choice of t w o h ighways through 
this a rea—the wa te r level expressway and the scenic route which f o l l o w s a bluff through the 
gorge. Oregon State Highway Depar tment Photograph. 
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Figure 2. View of George Washington Parkway looking east showing bilevel of lanes A & B with 
Key Bridge in background. 

The "Complete Highway" concept is one which still guides the Committee 
today as evidenced by this portion of a statement of scope issued last year: 

[The Committee's scope of concern shall be with] . . . all phases of the broad 
field of roadside development and related functions contributing to the conserva
tion and development of the highway landscape to further the aesthetics of the 
highway and its structures—all directed toward the goal of the complete highway 
that combines safety, utility, economy and beauty. 

Another reorganization of the Board's Committee was effected in 1954 to 
increase its efficiency further by permitting it to function as a "committee of the 
whole." The Committee report for that year stated in part: 

While it is the intention of the Committee to continue in its future meetings and 
reports to cover new developments in all phases, more emphasis will be placed on 
concentrated study of specific technical problems by task committees, usually on 
a short-term basis rather than acting as standing subcommittees. 

Today, the Committee on Roadside Development is an advisory body within 
the Department of Design of the Highway Research Board. Its principal responsi
bility is to promote, coordinate, and evaluate research tasks in the several areas 
that comprise roadside development. 

Through the years the Committee has issued comprehensive annual reports, 
supplemented by numerous bulletins and other special publications, all published 
by the Highway Research Board. Bibliography No. 26 lists all the reports published 
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up to and including 1959. A Bibliography on Roadside Development and Beauti-
fication was issued by the Board last year and lists by year and subject all HRB 
publications on roadside development published from 1950 to 1965. These 
bibliographies, and the reports themselves, are available to anyone seeking guide
lines concerning the technical aspects of roadside development The highly pro
fessional composition of the Committee is assurance that the information in these 
publications is accurate. 

REFERENCES 

1 Upham, Charles M Twenty Years of Roadside Development H R B Roadside Development 
1951, pp 4-11 

2 Neale, Harold J . 30-Year Historical Report of Committee on Roadside Development H R B 
Roadside Development 1962, pp. 32-37 

3 Gordon, George B. The Roadside in Highway Design H R B Roadside Development 1948, 
pp 118-141 



CHAPTER TWO 

AESTHETICS AND ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT 
IN HIGHWAY LOCATION AND DESIGN 

ON all levels of individual and organization interest—private, civic and govern
mental—there has been increasing agreement that the planning, location, design, 
and construction of highways have an effect on society more profound than that 
involved in the basic responsibility of movmg people and products from place to 
place in safety, convenience, and comfort. In recent years there has also been 
consideration of the effect a highway has on the total natural and social environ
ment. 

The Federal government has provided leadership and incentive in this direc
tion and the Bureau of Public Roads takes every opportunity to steer a forward 
course for protecting and enhancing natural resources and human values in high
way programs Federal-aid legislation requires state highway departments to hold 
public hearings on proposed projects bypassing or traversing urban areas, and to 
consider the economic effect of the projects. This requirement covers all Interstate 
Highway System projects. A Bureau of Public Roads regulation also requires state 
highway departments, in planning Federal-aid highway projects, to preserve and 
enhance natural and cultural resources such as fish and wildlife habitats, scenic and 
historic sites, parks, playgrounds, and other recreation areas. 

States must give public agencies responsible for these resources an opportunity 
to review highway planning at the earliest possible stage, and must certify to the 
Bureau that due consideration has been given to suggestions offered by the agencies. 
I f the suggestions are not adopted, valid reasons must be submitted for their rejec
tion 

Federal Highway Administrator Rex M . Whitton stated. "The close 
scrutiny to which the social, economic, and cultural impact of highways is now 
subjected has the enthusiastic support of President Johnson whose vision of the 
Great Society is predicated on the preservation and enhancement of human values 
The President has manifested his encouragement by sponsoring a series of legis
lative proposals to improve the appearance of highways and to provide more 
opportunities for scenic and recreational enjoyment." (7) 

The growing recognition that roads are more than merely service arteries 
and that highways may provide pleasure and satisfaction to those who see them 
and travel on them implies that if they are thus identified as an important 
part of the landscape they wi l l automatically be developed as an integral part 
of the environment. (2) 
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Figure 3. Garden State Parkway, New Jersey. Two level r oadway , showing conservation of natural 
g r o w t h and screen p l an t ing . 

THE CONCEPT OF AESTHETICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL HIGHWAY DESIGN 

Aesthetic design is concerned with the less tangible qualities of highway 
location and design. Visual qualities that appeal to the senses of sight, sound, and 
smell—and to the feelings and enjoyment of people—are not so readily measur
able as quantities of construction materials. Nevertheless, aesthetics is the indis
pensable ingredient in the concept of design that provides for optimum develop
ment of the highway in its environment. ( J ) 

Highway location that is sensitive to the character of its environment, has 
aesthetic design incorporated with structural and geometric design. All three are 
blended in the total design for optimum development, which includes (a) the 
structural design of bridges and pavements, (b) the geometric design of roadways 
and interchanges, and (c) the aesthetic design of the highway as a whole in 
proper relation to its surroundings. The collaborative process of highway 
engineer and landscape architect working in this way produces a useful, eco
nomical, and attractive highway facility that has more interest and less monotony 
for the motorist and therefore is less fatiguing and safer to drive. (4) 

Environmental highway design emphasizes the three-dimensional character 
of space-perspective design—structural, geometric, and aesthetic—in preserving 
and in recreating and restoring beauty in the roadside "link" between the road
ways for traffic and the adjacent property interests of the communities through 
which they pass. (5) 

The environmental approach to location and design in developing highways 
as an integral part of the total land development process recognizes the social 
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values and responsibilities that transcend the mere transportation of people and 
goods. Utility must be combined with beauty In this sense, highways are being 
routed and built with due regard for the public interest, tor established neighbor
hoods, schools, churches, parks and recreation areas, historic sites, wildlife 
habitats, and scenic values. Highway location-designers no longer disregard the 
rights of property owners and the homes and businesses they displace. 

Design of open space becomes increasingly important in urban highway 
development. Wide medians and wide rights-of-way may be the only break in 
the monotony of a metropolitan complex ot highways. Visual amenities are 
important in the measure of highway values by the public This is valid reason 
why the concern with the civic beauty should occupy the highway planner from the 
start, without waiting for the emergence of an "anti-ugly" opposition. (6) 

AESTHETICS AND ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT 

Aesthetics and roadside development arc vital in the preservation of the 
natural beauty of our land and in the need for improvement of our cities High
way officials are more aware of the need to locate and design highway facilities 
that are attractive as well as utilitarian. Designers are more sensitive to the 
need for a sense of highway orientation and order as well as mobility in the 
location and design of highways. (7) 

Figure 4. All three types of design must be blended in the total design 

Highway engineers are more appreciative of the need for a respite of green 
grass and trees as well as the grace and strength of geometric design. (8) 

State and Federal highway agencies responsible for carrying out the Federal-
Aid Highway Act of 1956 (which authorized the Interstate program) are aware 
of the significant role freeways will play in making the city an attractive and 
desirable place to live and work (9) 
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State highway officials also know that the talents of many professional groups 
and individual specialists are required to attain the goal of the "Complete High
way"—a highway with all parts designed in harmony with each other—a highway 
forming a unity of three-dimensional design in keeping with the surroundings— 
a highway making full contribution of service and value to its rural or urban 
environment. {10, I I , 12) 

EARLY EXAMPLES OF AESTHETICS IN HIGHWAYS 

Some 60 years have passed since New York cleaned up the Bronx River 
and began to lay plans for the Bronx River Parkway, America's first real 
"parkway" and the forerunner of our nationwide system of controlled-access 
highways. The Parkway was first opened to traffic in 1924 and it served as a 
spur to continued attention to the aesthetic aspects of highway location and 
design. 

The Westchester County (N. Y . ) Parkway System, in operation by 1930, 
emulated the concepts and principles of design in the Bronx River Parkway, as 
did the Long Island parkways around metropolitan New York. In 1932 the 
beautiful Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, which links the District of Columbia 
with Washington's birthplace, was dedicated. The building of this scenic highway 
marked the first time the Federal government coordinated highway construction 
and roadside development. The result was a balanced relationship between 
highway engineering and the aesthetics of landscape design, which produced a 
highway that still brings enjoyment to millions of motorists. 

Figure 5. Cherry Va l l ey , N e w York, showing curvil inear a l ignment on a d iv ided p r imary . Photo by 
courfesy U.S. Bureau of Public Roads. 
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Aesthetics and roadside development relate to the entire right-of-way They 
are concerned with growth or change on abutting lands that affect the appearance 
or utility of the highway. In the past, roadside development was often thought 
of only as roadside beaulification, something to be done after the road was com
pleted. This concept has changed. It is now apparent that early attention to 
"naturalizing" the roadsides provides not only a more pleasing environment for 
the motorist, but results in lower maintenance costs and safer highways. (13) 

Today, the dynamic qualities of aesthetics and roadside development in the 
engineering of highways are recognized and given consideration m highway 
programs Experience is proving that the requirements of good landscape 
design, when embodied in highway development, enhance the efficiency of use, 
and do not usually involve more than normal expense—an expense which is fully 
justified by virtue of the additional public service thus provided By harmonizing 
art and science in modern highway design, the present and future value of the 
highway investment is conserved and protected. 

LANDSCAPE PLANNING—AN ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT 

Highway landscape planning and scheduling of planting operations have 
become an essential part of highway engineering and construction Such plan
ning is necessary to conserve and use effectively the landscape values that exist 
along virtually all highways. This need tor protecting and enhancing the "quality" 
values of highway environments was emphasized by President Johnson in his 
Conservation Message on Natural Beauty, sent to the Congress on February 8, 
1965, in which he said: 

I hope that, at a l l levels of government , our p l a n n e r s a n d bu i lders w i l l r e m e m b e r 

that h i g h w a y beaut i f icat ion is m o r e than a matter o f p lant ing trees or sett ing aside 

scen ic areas . T h e r o a d s themselves mus t reflect , in locat ion a n d design, increased 

l e spect f o r the n a t u r a l a n d soc ia l integrity a n d unity of the landscape a n d c o m 

muni t i e s through w h i c h they pass 

To help further these objectives designed to protect and enhance the beauty 
of America as seen from its highways, Federal Highway Administrator Whitton 
issued in late January 1965, a Circular Memorandum to Regional and Division 
Engineers describing the various actions and first steps to be taken toward 
achieving the immediately urgent and the long-range goals set down by the 
President in a letter of January 21 to the Secretary of Commerce. 

Regard for the amenities and the visual aspects of highway location and 
design offer many benefits to the motoring public and to the residents of the areas 
traveled. Visual variety and interest afforded the traveler reduce the monotony 
of high-speed driving. The resuhant relief from intensity and strain is a contribu
tion to safe driving. Weil-landscaped freeways benefit the rural and urban 
economy by encouraging new industry and business to develop in a park-like 
manner along the borders. Location and development of urban highways provide 
the structural framework for urban redevelopment and afford opportunity for 
large-scale improvement of the immediately surrounding area. 

Highways with adequate rights-of-way provide space for trees and grass 
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Figure 6. Ca l i fo rn i a , showing architectural t reatment of structures. M e d i a n raised and p lanted as it 
approaches the overpass. 

which contribute to the creation of a desirable and attractive environment. Such 
"greenbelts" of open space between areas of intensive development in and near 
cities often are the only natural features in the urban area. Aesthetic application 
of landscape design principles is more important than ever before in highway 
construction programs, not only for the safety and enjoyment of the motorist, 
but to conserve and stabilize property and community values. Taking advantage 
of existing beauty and creating and restoring man-made beauty can contribute to 
every citizen's pleasure and enjoyment in this era of rapid change and increasing 
urbanization. 

PLANNING NEW HIGHWAY LOCATIONS 

In planning new highway locations, the landscape features and points of 
scenic interest are evaluated by the locator, along with other major factors, as a 
means of fitting the highway into the landscape. Except in flat terrain, divided 
highways are considered as two one-way roadways somewhat independent of 
each other with each roadway fitting the land at varying levels and separations. 
ElTorts are made to reduce disturbance and damage to streams, trees and other 
natural features by adjustment in the highway alignment, profile grade, and right-
of-way cross-section. These efi'orts produce curves that fit the terrain rather than 
merely long tangents. 

In addition to the fitting of the roadway to the topography, progress has 
been made in the improvement of the roadside—the area between the shoulders 
and the right-of-way limits. There has been success in saving and protecting 
existing trees and other desirable growth on the right-of-way from destruction 
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before and during construction and in encouraging volunteer growth to enhance 
the slopes naturally afterwards. 

There has also been improvement in the appearance of bridges, retaining 
walls and drainage structures. The architectural aspects of structures are dis
cussed in the "Landscape Design Guide" prepared by the Operating Committee 
on Roadside Development and published by the American Association of State 
Highway Officials in 1965 

The aesthetic relationship of the highway to its surroundings must take into 
account social as well as physical factors Social environment is as closely 
related to visual values as it is to highway economics and technology. (14) 

Landscape planning for aesthetics is a basic consideration in the early 
stages of highway location and design in order to provide the optimum of 
variety and interest for the highway traveler 

Aesthetic design must come from the working together of all those responsible 
for planning and designing highways—and it must be a continuous group effort 
from the beginning of design, through construction, and into maintenance. This 
collaborative effort contributes to making the Complete Highway economical to 
construct and maintain, efficient and safe to travel, and visually attractive to the 
community as well as the motorist. Aesthetics and roadside development, 
effectively applied in highway design and location, promote traffic safety by sus
taining the interest of the motorist in the beauty of the roadside. (75) 
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C H A P T F R T H R E E 

RIGHT-OF-WAY, SCENIC AREAS 
AND ADJACENT LAND USE 

O N C E it has been established that a new road is needed, or an existing road must 
be improved, a development plan must first be prepared A key element m any 
development program lor a new road is the acquisition of right-of-way. And the 
most important natural resource in such acquisition is land. Design requirements 
lor new roads call for many acres of land to be withdrawn from agricultural pro
duction or other function and maintained simply as part of the highway facility 
Seldom docs it have any other purpose. A portion of the land is needed for the 
direct use of traffic. This land is devoted to the pavement, shoulders, median, 
structures, and drainage ditches. The remainder is considered the roadside and 
embraces the areas needed to provide transition from the original, natural topog
raphy to the topography required for the highway Under today's concepts, the 
roadside also may include adjacent areas as they relate to natural beauty Al
though the roadside does not contribute directly to the movement of traffic, it is an 
integral part of the development of a highway as a complete traffic facility. 

NEW ROADS 

Engineering, safety, and economics traditionally determined the amount of 
land required for construction of a new road. However, these factors no longer 
are the only considerations used in determining highway rights-of-way Additional 
factors involving aesthetics, pleasure, and recreation are now fully recognized as 
very important. 

This concept of the "Complete Highway" requires land beyond that normally 
needed for construction. Additional land is required for the development of the 
roadsides for aesthetics, pleasure and recreation And that additional acquisition 
is, in turn, aflfected by land costs involved in the conservation of natural, historic, 
and other resources, and the provision for zoning and facilities for safety, rest 
and recreation. 

In urban areas adjacent to new highways, land costs are obviously high, 
opportunities for roadside development arc limited, and the primary needs are 
related to safety, rest, and zoning. However, in rural areas, land costs may be low 
and opportunities high for the development of roadside facilities In such areas 
more and more new highways are being located to take advantage of the scenic 
and historic resources. For example, the standards and location of the National 

12 
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Figure 7. Scenic easements are now being acquired a long this section of the Great River Road in 
Wisconsin and w i l l extend to the top of the b luff . The 3 ,800-mi l e - long Great River Road is a 
Nat iona l Parkway being developed by the ten Mississippi River states according to jo in t ly acceptable 
Federal, state, and local programs. 

Park Service roads are dictated by the special resource values of the area. 
Because of the use for which such National Parkways are created, a right-of-way 
averaging 125 acres per mile is acquired for the preservation, protection and 
development of "scenic corridors." 

EXISTING ROADS 

For existing roads, rights-of-way are of varied, but fixed, dimensions. In 
view of the increasing trend toward the greater use of existing roads for purposes 
other than business, there is a growing awareness of the need for additional right-
of-way or other improvements to provide facilities for the pleasure, comfort and 
convenience of the pleasure drive. Considerable research has been done in this 
field and some highway and other agencies have established criteria and activated 
programs of roadside development. 

Existing National Parkways provide 1,100 miles of slow-speed scenic roads 
on which commercial traffic is prohibited, and facilities and programs are pro
vided for camping, picnicking, hiking and special activities. Some of the adjacent 
scenic areas are as large as 4,200 acres. The State of California has established 
a 4,900-mile scenic road system. The 3,800-miie Great River Road is being 
developed by the ten Mississippi River states according to jointly acceptable 
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Figure 8. M a b r y M i l l located a long the Blue Ridge Parkway provides on interesting scenic area for 
the leisurely motorist . 

Federal, state and local programs. A Federal study for a National Program of 
Scenic Roads and Parkways presently is under way. Many states have programs 
which call for additional rights-of-way for scenic purposes and the development of 
roadside facilities for motorist comfort and pleasure. 

LAND ACQUISITION PROGRAMS 

Land acquisition programs for preservation or development of scenic quality 
in roadside areas may take various forms. One of the most recent major oppor
tunities in this regard is provided under the provisions of the Highway Beautifica
tion Act of 1965, amending the Federal law to encourage more extensive use of 
Federal-aid highway funds for landscaping and scenic enhancement. (See Chapter 
Four.) Section 319 of the 1965 law (Title 23, United States Code, Highways) 
provides that state highway departments shall use up to 3 percent of their state's 
apportionment of Federal-aid funds for landscape and roadside development within 
the right-of-way, and for acquisition and improvement of strips of land needed for 
restoration, preservation, and enhancement of scenic beauty adjacent to the 
highway. These funds may also be used for acquisition and development of 
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publicly owned and controlled rest and recreation areas and sanitary and other 
facilities deemed reasonably necessary to accommodate the traveling public. 
Federal funds available under Section 319 need not be matched by state funds. 

Wisconsin, in its Outdoor Recreation and Resource Development Act of 
1961, demonstrated how highway scenic development could be combined with 
imaginative efforts to serve the state's interest in conservation, outdoor recreation, 
historic site preservation, and resource development. Financed by a one-cent 
per package tax on cigarettes, the state's program anticipates that over a 10 year 
period some $50 million will be available for its use. Funds totaling $693,000 
have been budgeted for the purchase of scenic easements along highways, and 
Wisconsin has by this means been able to develop extensive continuous portions of 
its segment of the Great River Road, and commence acquisition of protective 
easements in other parts of the state. In addition to scenic easements, the Wis
consin highway department has acquired land for access connections, waysides, 
and overlooks. 

Any project in the National Parkway program requires Congressional 
recognition. States through which a National Parkway passes acquire land at an 

Figure 10. This p a r k w a y in the southern V i r g i n i a h ighlands is a classic example of h o w the road 
is f i t ted to terra in that boasts a wea l th of natural g r o w t h . The r i g h t - o f - w a y averages 125 acres 
per mi le . 
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Figure 1 1 . Interesting l a n d use patterns ore being preserved by the appl ica t ion of scenic easement 
and special use permits as shown here a long the Blue Ridge Parkway. 

average rate of 125 acres per mile in fee simple title and 25 acres of scenic 
easement interest. Title and interest are deeded to the Federal government. The 
Federal government has complete responsibility for parkway construction, roadside 
and scenic area development, maintenance, administration, and protection. 
National Parkways essentially are elongated parks possessing significant scenic, 
historic and other resources, featuring a motor road designed for the leisurely 
passenger car traveler. Present Congressional authorizations provide $16 million 
annually for National Parkways. 

PREVENTING OR REDUCING ADVERSE LAND USE 

One of the primary objectives of all programs of roadside development is 
the prevention of adverse use of land along new highways and the efimination or 
reduction of adverse use along existing highways. Adverse land use includes out
door advertising, utility lines, ribbon development of business and residences, 
automobile graveyards, quarries, public dumps, and public and private accesses 
at grade. 

Much study and research is being given to programs of highway development 
and improvement through the use of advance planning, zoning, easements, permits, 
and restrictive legislation. Adverse land use can be anticipated and prevented or 
controlled on new highways through careful planning. On existing highways, such 
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adverse land usage may prevent the highway from completely fitting its environ
ment. However, the conditions can be improved or corrected by applying zoning, 
by acquiring accesses or controlling use of access, by purchasing easements where 
land costs are high, by negotiating special-use permits for the purpose of reducing 
maintenance costs and controlling environment, and by securing legislation giving 
protection to the roadside and the scenic corridor 

The states are becoming more and more interested in the use of scenic ease
ments and special-use permits, and are using precedents some ot which were estab
lished as early as 1932 by the National Park Service of the Department ot the 
Interior, The Park Service also has in effect long-range land-use plans which are 
of material benefit in the control and management ot vegetation, maintenance, and 
the programming of funds for development. 

In summary, proposed and existing highways can be made more satisfying 
through programs of roadside development that use additional rights-of-way to 
provide facilities for comfort, convenience, recreation, and for scenic pleasure. 
Funds are available to aid in advancing these programs 
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C H A P T E R F O U R 

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
IN HIGHWAY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

T H E value of natural scenery is magnified in urban areas simply because of its 
location Although this facet of conservation is not discussed at length here, it 
must be stressed that every opportunity should be taken to capitalize on such 
resources whenever they are available Frequently these natural features arc large 
bodies of water, be they rivers, lakes, or ocean inlets. They can be seen from 
bridge approaches, bridges and from adjacent highways Consideration of the 
value of such features, and appropriate design to exploit fully their scenic potential, 
can add greatly to the beauty of the urban scene. 

A large portion of our Nation's natural scenery is blended with man-made 
features This scenery, the sum total of all visible components of the landscape, 
should be the prime objective of conservation efforts in highway construction. 

The conservation of natural scenery along the route of new or reconstructed 
highways requires the highway designer's appreciation of everything visible from 
the highway It also requires that the designer be given the benefit of appropriate 
engineering, landscape architectural and legal assistance m applying those princi
ples and techniques necessary to make the most of the existing natural scenery. 

NATURAL RESOURCE INVENTORY—A FIRST STEP 

An inventory of the scenic and other natural resources along the route of the 
proposed highway should be made early in the design process Although such 
inventories, or field reconnaissance surveys, are not widely made at present, the 
technique is logical and desirable in that it permits the designer to determine the 
optimum conservation and display considerations by which to present effectively 
the highway's scenic features. In certain situations, the importance or uniqueness 
of such features may affect the design of the highway by justifying a modification 
of the proposed line and grade. 

The natural resources or features to be inventoried vary somewhat with the 
region of the country. The list below is typical • 

1. Near and distant views of scenery typical of the area, 
2. Water areas such as streams, lakes, rivers, ocean inlets, marshes and 

swamps; 
3. Unusual panoramic views; 
4. Existing trees or other vegetation, 

19 
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Figure 12 . The dominan t fea ture of this road is the na tura l scenery surrounding i t . 

Figure 1 3. A v i e w such as this f r o m the road is a lways pleasing to the motorist . " V i s t a cu t t i ng" of 
tree g r o w t h in the fo reground w i l l be necessary to preserve the v i e w . 
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5. Massive or interesting rock formations; and 
6. Any other unusual natural features. 

In this sense the inventory might also include certain man-made features 
such as extraordinary architecture, dams, bridges, historical buildings and the like. 

Natural features that are inventoried must necessarily be large enough to be 
seen and appreciated by the motorist as he travels. For smaller scale features, 
provision can be made for a scenic overlook or safety parking area and the 
inventory will assist in locating potential sites for them. 

Those features which detract from the natural scenery should be noted in the 
inventory, and thought should be given to means for making them less 
objectionable. 

When evaluating methods to conserve desirable natural features listed in the 
inventory, the designer should consider the following factors-

1. The effects of alignment, profile and section on scenic landscape. 
2. The advantages to be taken of views of interesting, unique or typical 

features such as lakes, streams, mountains, rock formations, valleys, woodland 
and farm land. 

3. The location of borrow pits and spoil banks to prevent their being seen 
from the highway, or provisions for the proper grading and seeding of such areas 
so they are not intrusive in the landscape. Spoil material can often be incor
porated into fills to create flatter slopes. 

4. The scenic overlooks or roadside parks to be provided as required. 

It is frequendy necessary to do "vista cutting" (removing obscuring vegeta
tion) to permit proper viewing from the roadway, a scenic overlook or roadside 
park. This operation can be considered as a device to direct attention to natural 
beauty resources. 

Usually the natural scenery visible from the highway is outside the normal 
right-of-way and, if the desired landscape effect is to be achieved, additional land 
must be taken. (See Chapter Three.) 

Section 319 of Title 23 of the U S. Code as amended by the Highway Beauti-
fication Act of 1965, expanded the legal authority for use of Federal funds for 
acquisition of land beyond the normal right-of-way as follows: 

Section 319 Landscaping and Scenic Enhancement 

(a) The Secretary [of Commerce] may approve as a part of the construction 
of Federal-aid highways the costs of landscape and roadside development, including 
acquisition and development of publicly owned and controlled rest and recreation 
areas and sanitary and other facilities reasonably necessary to accommodate the 
traveling public. 

(b) An amount equivalent to 3 per centum of the funds apportioned to a 
State for Federal-aid highways for any fiscal year shall be allocated to that State 
out of funds appropriated under authority of this subsection, which shall be used 
for acquisition of interests in and improvement of strips of land necessary for the 
restoration, preservation, and enhancement of scenic beauty adjacent to such high
ways, including acquisition and development of publicly owned and controlled rest 



Figure 14 . A n intersection on the Blue Ridge Parkway: (a) before selective t h i n n i n g ; (b) a f t e r selective 
th inn ing showing improved s ight distance a n d interesting shrub g r o w t h . 
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Figure 15. A road near the W a w o n o Tunnel in the Yosemite Na t iona l Park: (a) before 
cu t t i ng" ; (b) a f te r the removal of t w o large trees, Bridal Ve i l Falls can n o w be seen. 
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a n d recrea t ion areas a n d sani tary a n d other fac i l i t i es r easonab ly necessary to a c c o m 

modate the trave l ing p u b l i c , w i thout be ing m a t c h e d by the State. T h e S e c r e t a r y 

m a y author ize except ions f r o m this requ irement , upon appl i ca t ion of a State a n d 

u p o n a s h o w i n g that s u c h a m o u n t is in excess of the needs of the State f o r these 

purposes . A n y f u n d s not used as r e q u i r e d by this subsect ion s h a l l lapse . . . . 

Feeling that widespread use of this provision was essential to any meaningful, 
large-scale effort to conserve natural scenery on a nationwide basis, Congress 
in the 1965 legislation authorized appropriation of $120 million for each of the 
fiscal years 1966 and 1967 to finance state implementation of this feature of the 
law. It was specified that no part of the Highway Trust Fund should be available 
for this part of the Federal-aid highway program. It is anticipated that during 
their 1966 and 1967 legislative sessions many states will consider additional 
legislation to enable them to make full utilization of this new authority in the 
Federal law. 

Figure 17. The preservation of trees in the median strip adds greatly to the appearance of a highway 
in winter as well as in summer. 

CONSERVING EXISTING NATURAL FEATURES DURING CONSTRUCTION 

The conservation of existing natural features has already been partly covered 
considering the features as components of the total landscape. But what of those 
existing natural features which are encountered during highway design and 
construction? 

Plans and specifications must reflect the design decisions made as a result 
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of the scenic inventory and must be specific as to action necessary to conserve 
the features. Some of the points concerning existing natural resources which 
must be considered during construction are the following-

1. Desirable trees should be preserved consistent with good land forms, 
safety, and sound horticultural practice. This will usually require an exact defini
tion of the limits of the clearing, grubbing, and construction Measures to insure 
proper care of trees and other vegetation by the contractor include fencing, 
marking of boundaries, and penalties if trees are damaged. 

2. Disruption or relocation of channels of natural drainage ways (streams, 
creeks and rivers) should be avoided as much as possible. 

3. Erosion should be prevented by the establishment of appropriate vegeta
tion on the soil surfaces exposed by construction 

4. A l l haul roads, contractor service areas, etc., should be regraded or 
restored to blend into existing earth forms and seeded and planted. 

5. Selective thinning should be done to obtain the mature landscape effect 
sought. 

SALVAGE OF NATURAL MATERIALS 

Natural materials usually considered for salvage and later use in roadside 
development are discussed briefly below. 

Topsail 

Topsoil is salvaged more frequently than any other material. Specifications 
for topsoil vary f rom state to state, but it is basically the top layer of soil suitable 
for agricultural purposes, containing not over 20 percent organic material and a 
percentage of "fines" (soil particles passing through a sieve with 200 openings 
per inch) ranging between 20 to 80 percent. Salvaged topsoil is for use on areas 
to be seeded to turf species, or for use in tree and shrub planting work. The 
amount, quality and accessibility of topsoil to be salvaged is usually determined 
during the early field reconnaissance. 

Plant Materials 

The salvage of existing plant materials (by contract forces) at a reasonable 
cost is seldom possible. Usually, if the salvaged plant materials are to be used 
on the same project, they must be set out in nursery rows and watered, cultivated, 
etc., until grading has been completed on the areas where they are to be planted. 
Economic and horticultural considerations seldom justify this operation. 

Peat and Muck 

Peat and muck, which are similar and relatively common in certain areas of 
the country, are usually "wasted" because they are not structurally stable. In 
some situations, however, they are sidecast and used to flatten fill slopes. A small 
amount of these materials, if acceptable, may sometimes be salvaged for use in 
planting, but this is not usually done on a large scale. 
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Unclassified Excavation Material 

Unclassified excavation material suitable for the growth of grass is usually 
found below the topsoil layer. It does not contain organic material and may have 
a relatively low percentage of fines (20% to 30% or higher). It also does not 
meet the requirements for topsoil but is considerably less expensive and may be 
used in place of topsoil in certain situations. In some areas, its use may be 
preferable to the use of high-quality topsoil which would have to be stripped 
from agricultural lands 

Stones and Boulders 

Boulders are occasionally salvaged for use as "boulder guide railing" along 
scenic overlooks, parking areas, roadside parks and to a lesser degree along 
roads in scenic areas and along parkways. Large boulders can sometimes be 
used as landscape features. Stone suitable for masonry walls is occasionally 
salvaged on a small scale 

Standing Timber 

Timber growing within the highway limits of construction is sometimes 
suitable for lumber, and can be salvaged by a private logger who has the men and 
equipment for such an operation. I t is seldom practical for state or contractor 
forces to attempt the actual lumbering operation. Use of the revenue from such an 
operation wil l vary with the state and contract conditions. 

Other Materials 

Sand (as a soil amendment), clay (as a soil amendment), sod, peat moss, 
and marl are sometimes considered for salvage, but an analysis of the cost involved 
indicates that such an operation is seldom justified. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EROSION CONTROL 

I N the wake ot the first tremendous drive to provide all-weather surface roads 
for automobiles in the 1920's, highway engineers began to note with alarm the 
results of erosion on newly constructed cross-sections. Wind and water would 
move the earth, which in turn would undermine structures, vitiate drainage 
installations, and damage land and water supplies on adjacent property through 
the deposition of subsoil. Because damage caused by erosion called tor additional 
maintenance expenditures, economics became the primary factor that motivated 
highway administrators to employ professionally trained men to control erosion 
by developing methods and techniques for establishing vegetation on newly graded 
roadside areas. 

Erosion control and the stabilization of soil areas form the essence of soil 
conservation With almost 3 5 million miles of highway rights-of-way in the 
United States, many millions of acres of adjacent land are affected by drainage 
patterns which originate withm these areas. An erosion resistant cover of 
vegetation in drainage channels and on other roadside areas plays a significant role 
in the action of water on lands beyond right-ot-way fences The condition, design, 
and adequacy of drainage facilities, and the highway areas over which water must 
flow, determine the degree ot destruction potential of runofi' A combination of 
adequate drainage and suitable vegetation ofl'ers the best means of soil conserva
tion on the right-of-way and adjacent lands 

Roadside development actually started as a result of the need to control 
erosion. Even today, the importance of erosion control is second only to the 
need for adequate design and location considerations. To achieve an effective 
and harmonious relationship between the highway right-of-way and the adjoining 
countryside it is still imperative that vegetation be used to control erosion on 
construction scar areas, thereby making possible their restoration as an integral 
part of an aesthetically pleasing, unobtrusive and natural roadside environment 
The "Complete Highway" is not a reality until all soil areas are protected with 
appropriate vegetation 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Good cross-section design is a basic factor in attaining successful erosion 
control results. Slopes designed as flat as economically practical, with adequate 
rounding at both top and bottom and with appropriate transitional grading 
between cuts and fills, wil l improve appearance and highway safety, facilitate 
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establishment of a vegetative cover, and reduce maintenance costs. Other 
considerations relating specifically to erosion control include climate, geologic 
formations, soil types, and drainage design that considers adjacent land problems 
as well as the roadway itself. 

SOIL PREPARATION 

Justification for soil preparation varies with the location and degree of 
maintenance to be employed. Existing topsoil should be salvaged and used on 
areas other than steep slopes where turf is the desired ground cover. In urban 
areas it is particularly important that topsoil be placed on subsoil areas to stimu
late the establishment and continued growth of the turf Borrow topsoil except 
on urban projects is seldom justified. When topsoil is used, it is important to 
blend and form a bond between the topsoil and existing subsoil. 

Experience and many research studies have shown that effective cover of 
vegetation can be established and maintained on subsoil areas provided adequate 
fertilizer is furnished. Soil fertility tests are the surest means of determining 
fertilizer requirements A scarified, noncrusted surface wil l normally produce 
good results in humid sections of the country. More extensive soil preparation 
may be necessary to establish a cover of grass or other vegetation in arid sections. 

ESTABLISHING GRASS 

Grasses used vary greatly with climatic conditions. Experiments have been 
carried out in practically all sections of the United States to determine the 
varieties, rate, and time of seeding best adapted to highway work. Selection of 
grass species is governed by climate, soil and nutrient factors, the type of road
side area and management to be employed. State universities and Federal agencies 
are reliable sources of assistance in varietal selection. Normally, the best seeding 
times are in the fall and early spring, but unfortunately the completion of 
construction often does not coincide with optimum seeding seasons. Two seeding 
operations are used to meet this problem and to prevent erosion- first to establish 
a temporary stand of quick germinating annual grasses followed later by reseeding 
with perennial species at the proper season Experience has shown that speed in 
preventing erosion pays big dividends. 

Any method of sowing seed that distributes it uniformly over the surface is 
acceptable. Mechanical tractor-drawn seeders and seeder-cultipackers have proven 
economical on level areas and flat slopes. Hydraulic seeders, which apply seed 
and fertilizer in one operation, give satisfactory results on steep slopes at mini
mum cost. Experiments have shown that seeding over or under mulch produces 
equally good results. And in some instances seed and mulch placed directly on 
untilled soil can produce satisfactory results at a minimum cost. 

Sprigging, which employs stolons or rhizomes to establish grass, is used in 
regions where suitable species are available. A variation is "mulch sodding"— 
the placing on slope areas of approximately four inches of a mixture of grass 
roots and surface soils. Disks, harrows, weeders and rotary-type pulverizers and 
mixers are used to prepare and collect sprigs mechanically. 
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The use of sod has decreased generally due to cost and scarcity. Sod, 
however, may be justified in critical areas such as culvert headways, drop 
structures, catch basins and drainage channels. Power cutters have mechanized 
sodding. 

MULCHING 

Mulch IS defined as a surface cover of either organic or inorganic material, 
and "mulching" is the practice of partial incorporation of mulch into the soil as 
a means of holding it in place; mulching does not mean ful ly incorporating the 
material as a soil amendment, or the tillage practice of soil mulch or dust mulch. 
According to a New York State research project titled "Vegetative Cover" (7): 

Mulch constitutes one of the more economical means of markedly improving 
conditions m the top inch or so of surface soil layers for germinating and growth 
of seedlings. One of the most important functions of a mulch is to reduce evapora
tion losses of soil moisture Mulch also holds a layer of relatively still air that 
serves to insulate the soil against solar radiation Soil and air temperatures and 
humidity in the germination and early-growth zones are kept much more uniform 
than those on similar non-mulched areas Penetration of rain water and growth 
of seedling roots is facilitated through the prevention of surface crusting 

Conservation of soil moisture is accomplished by a mulch Such moisture 
economies, though small, often make the difference between successful and unsuc
cessful establishment of turf cover 

Mulching has become an integral part of seeding operations for erosion 
control. Hay and straw are the most commonly used mulch materials but other 
locally available materials are often used, including pine and other leaf litter, 
peat moss, fish solubles, tobacco stems, cotton-seed hulls, threshed soybean plants, 
corn stalks and cobs, sawdust, excelsior and bagasse. 

Hay and straw, with or without the addition of asphalt, are blown on slopes 
mechanically. Wood fibers, combined with seed and fertilizer and applied in one 
operation, are also favored in some areas. They are applied hydraulically, are 
available at any season of the year, require no additional anchoring and are less 
subject to the hazards of fire. 

Hay or straw mulch, under most conditions, is held in place with asphalt. 
Wooden stakes, driven on 18-inch centers have held straw successfully on 1-to-l 
slopes as has chicken wire fastened with metal ties or wood stakes. Other 
materials, including jute netting, paper-mesh materials, elastomeric polymer 
emulsion, glass fibers and blankets, and asphalts in combination with glass fibers, 
are currently being used. (2) 

Research results show that certain mulches actually improve the soil environ
ment and seedling establishment. Barkley (3) found that straw mulch and wood-
fiber cellulose gave fast germination and better seedling stands growth. The 
material also was found to moderate soil temperatures and improve soil moisture 
as compared with no mulch and certain other mulch treatments. Button and 
Porharst (4) found that wood cellulose fiber was equal to hay as a mulch 
material. Blaser (J) noted that sod development with straw mulch was somewhat 
faster than with wood cellulose fiber, but both materials were very satisfactory. 
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Richardson and Diseker (6) found that a crop of Abruzzi rye that later served as 
a mulch in place was superior for establishing crown vetch as compared to net 
type materials, such as jute, glass fiber, paper, and no mulch. On the other hand, 
competition from fast-growing seedlings of small grains and ryegrass usually 
retard the more slowly developing desirable seedlings (7, 8) 

Flat slopes permit the mechanical anchoring ot hay or straw. Normally 
applied at IV2 to 2 tons per acre, anchoring can be accomplished by a farm-type 
disk harrow with the disks set straight, a mulching tiller, a rotary-type pulverizer 
or mixer, or a sheepsfoot roller, which also combines compaction Unless the 
ground surface is too hard, metal-tracked tractors can also be used. 
SPECIAL SITUATIONS 

Special erosion control methods have evolved from special problems For 
instance, seeding and fertilization by helicopter or other aircraft have been used 
successfully to attain vegetation in high cut and fill slopes that could not be 
worked with conventional equipment Costs were comparable with other mechani
cal means. Sandy soils require specialized treatment, particularly where high 
winds are the erosive problem To be successful in such cases, the top gram of 
sand must be stabilized. Crushed rock or gravel materials have proven effective 
and their application can be followed by seeding and fertilization where vegetation 
is practical. Seeding, fertilization and straw mulch tied down with wire netting 
have been used successfully. 

Sand dune control is a difficult and costly stabilization problem. Culms of 
European and American beachgrass are normally employed as the first step in 
stabilization, followed by the seeding of various grasses and legumes Shrubs 
and trees are planted for the final cover. Extraordinary precautions to prevent 
fires must be taken in West Coast areas 

Dramageways prevent special problems involving safety, appearance, and 
adjoining lands. Vegetative cover as a control has limitations with respect to 
channel capacity and permissible velocity In addition to mechanical erosion 
control methods such as temporary check dams or permanent-type construction, 
there have been many experiments designed to stabilize and protect interceptor 
dikes and channels pending establishment of suitable vegetation. Many materials 
were used, including jute netting, glass fibers (alone or with asphalt), paper netting, 
and glass fiber matting Although the results have not been uniformly conclusive, 
the variety of materials suggests that industry is aware of the problem and is 
cooperating in the development ot suitable materials for special erosion control 
problems. 
FERTILIZATION REQUIREMENTS 

The use of fertilizers has contributed to less use of topsoil and has permitted 
the satisfactory establishment of erosion control ground covers on subsoil Even 
though nitrogen is normally the most deficient element m subsoils complete ferti
lizers are generally used Fertility requirements, including lime, can be reliably 
determined by soil tests The conclusion on retertilization recorded in the New 
York report ( / ) warrants repeating 
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Figure 18 Principal factors which influence soil erosion. 



ELEMENTS INFLUENCE OF FACTORS ON SOIL EROSION 

R A I N F A L L 
Intensity, Duration and 
Seasonal Distribution 

T E M P E R A T U R E 
AND E X P O S U R E 

P R O P E R I l E S O F 
T H E S O I L M A S S 

P R O P E R T I E S O F S O I L 
C O N S T I T U E N T S 

Ramdiop Splash Eiosion Breaks down aggregates, 
dislodges and disperses soil M a y compact and seal 
surface aflcctmg infiltiation 

Flow Eiosioii Physical force due to pressure differ
ence, dislodges, dispeises and transports suspension 
Intensity and duraUon influence lunoff aftei infiltration 
capacity is reached 

Alleinate Fieezing and Thawing (FT) and Wetting 
and Diyiiig (WD) F T expands soil, increases 
moisture content and decreases cohesion facilitating 
dislodgement, dispersion and tiansport M o i e severe 
South and West exposuies also increase difficulty of 
maintaining vegetative cover 

Impact and Saltation Dislodges by force due to 
piessure diffeicnce aided by impact Movement 
largely by saltation (bouncing along ground surface) 

Gianulation M a y piomote ease of dislodgement 
Stiatification Stratum of low porosity and permea
bility may control infiltiation late through overlying 
layer and thus affect runoff 
PoroMl} Determines waterholding capacity 
Pernieabilil) Determine percolation rate Both 
porosity and permeability influence infiltiation and 
runoff 
Volume Change and Di^penion Pioperties Soil 

swelling loosens soil—reduces cohesion and faci l i 
tates dislodgement Eas i ly dispersed soils erode 
more readily 
Moistiiie Content Moisture reduces cohesion 
lengthens erosion peiiod by reducing period of in
filtiation before runoff occurs 
Fio\t Susceptibility Determrnes intensity of ice 
formation and increase in porosity and moisture 
content and reduction m strength Maikedly in
creases erosion 

Gram Size and Sp Giavitv Determrne force needed 
for dislodgement and movement by wind or water 

Degiee of Slope Influences velocity of flow 
Length of Slope Influences quantity (depth) of flow 
and velocity (piofile gradient) Depth influences 
turbulence Both velocity and turbulence markedly 
affect erosron 
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Degiee of Slope Influences velocity of flow 
Length of Slope Influences quantity (depth) of flow 
and velocity (piofile gradient) Depth influences 
turbulence Both velocity and turbulence markedly 
affect erosron 

V E G E T A T I O N , AND 
P A V E D S U R F A C E S 

Vegetation Grasses, legumes, vines, shrubs and 
trees in proportion to interception of raindrops by 
canopy and protection against flow erosion T h e y 
decrease velocity of runoff and cutting action of water, 
increase infiltration by increasing porosity, and i educe 
soil moistuie (transpiration) 

\on-Vegetati\e 
Stabilized Smfaces T o inciease beaiing value 
and to resist erosion 
Passed Sulfates Shoulder, slope and gutter 
pavements 

Combination of Above Types Stabilized turf shoulders. 
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The fertility level of the soil must remain high enough to maintain a vegetative 
cover When need for fertilizer is indicated by the appearance of the vegetation, 
I t should be applied in amounts sufficient to meet the deficiency, but not in such 
excess as to cause unnecessarily heavy top growth Grasses for roadside cover 
generally should be maintained at minimum nutrient levels so as not to cause 
undue mowing expense 

SHRUB AND VINE GROUND COVERS 

Grass is used most often for erosion control. I t has the least initial cost, it 
can be left to grow without mowing, or it can be groomed to varying degrees of 
excellence by machine operations. With reasonable care it persists for long 
periods. There are situations that require other ground cover plants m urban 
locations and at interchanges where slopes are too steep to be maintained mechani
cally or where, for aesthetic reasons, turf is not desirable In such situations, low 
growing shrubs can be used. Where they can be grown, vines like English ivy, 
bittersweet, vinca or periwinkle, euonymus, and bearberry make effective ground 
cover for slopes and require practically no maintenance once they are established 
Other taller growing shrubs can be used for the same purposes—to improve 
appearance, to stop erosion, and reduce the cost of highway maintenance 

BASIC SOIL EROSION FACTORS 

Knowing what basic factors influence soil erosion is, of course, important 
in arriving at solutions. These factors are concisely listed in a paper by A . W. 
Johnson (9) and reproduced herein as Figure 18. And, again, special attention 
is called to the two bibliographies published by the Highway Research Board (10, 
I I ) . The references listed in these bibliographies offer pertinent information on 
the many facets of erosion control methods and practices in much greater detail 
than is possible here 
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CHAPTER s ix 

LANDSCAPE PLANTINGS 

C A R E F U L L Y planned and executed landscape plantings along a highway make 
significant contributions to both aesthetics and to the motorist's safety Because of 
this important role, landscape plantings are virtually indispensable to the creation 
of the "Complete Highway." 

Highway planting has gone through a period of transition—transition in both 
the types of plants used and their purposes Not many years ago, the planting of 
many varieties of trees, shrubs and flowers was in vogue, creating costly mainte
nance problems in many states These plantings were neglected and gradually dis
appeared. As time passed, though, the experience and the skills of trained 
landscape architects and engineers began to be employed until today functional and 
aesthetic plantings are now an important and lasting element of the total highway 
environment. 

PLANNING AND DESIGN OF LANDSCAPE PLANTINGS 

Plants scattered haphazardly over the roadside add neither beauty nor 
safety, but instead merely create maintenance headaches. Carefully developed 
design is obviously the key to successful highway planting Plantings should be 
planned objectively on a broad scale before consideration is given as to actual 
kinds of plants to be used ( / ) . Their composition should be pleasing and co
ordinated with the total highway environment and the design should be functional 
and aesthetically satisfying, with safety being the most important consideration 

Template design should not be used because of the tendency to increase 
monotony and driver tension. On the other hand, imaginative design and the 
skillful use of plant materials wil l provide interest and anticipation for the driver 
and his passengers. 

As the motorist drives along the highway, he should be able to view complete 
pictures and changing scenes in scale with the speed he is traveling. Highway 
plantings therefore need to be dynamic in design so that the motorist wil l be con
scious of them and appreciate them as he travels through a given area Widely 
spaced plantings of individual trees or shrubs create a spotty and disturbing effect. 
Massed plantings are the form and texture of the landscape viewed at expressway 
speeds. Plantings should be set back from the traveled lanes not only for safety, 
but also to insure spatial continuity and the strong visual effect of a wide turf area 
between pavement and plantings. Generous sight distance must be maintained at 
all times (2, 3). 
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Plantings tend to emphasize or minimize existing conditions. Good planting 
design will emphasize and focus attention, as well as screen or conceal. For ex
ample, emphasis is given to directional changes by delineation plantings which aid 
a driver's decision by making it easier for him to discern the outline of a curved 
roadway. The effect of unsightly features may be minimized by screening or scale-
defining plantings. Long stretches of guardrail or concrete drainage can be 
minimized to visual insignificance by a few properly placed trees (4). 

Figure 19. This stretch of highway illustrates the proper blending of carefully planned landscape 
planting with the natural surroundings. The median plantings are especially effective aesthetically and 
they also screen headlight glare. 

The Steepness of a cut slope may be accentuated by using vertical plant 
forms, or minimized by using horizontal plant forms and design patterns. The 
skillful design of a fill-slope planting may create a psychological feeling that the 
degree of steepness is less, and therefore less alarming to the motorist. 

A feeling of scale is important in planting design. It can be created by 
using combinations of large and small plant materials, proportional in size, when 
mature, to the natural landscape forms and highway structures. 

Planting plans should indicate type of adjacent land use, topographic features 
such as slope limits, and utility installations, in addition to the location of plants, 
species, sizes, and area of occupancy at maturity. A carefully conceived design 
and well-delineated plan cannot be over-emphasized. 
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MAINTENANCE 

Ever-present in the planting designer's mind should be the problems of 
roadside maintenance. Mowing and herbicide operations can be made easier by 
arranging plantings in mass so that equipment can operate effectively (5) . Plant 
bed outlines adjacent to the mowed areas should be flowing in order to favor 
maintenance. 

Figure 20. Roadside plantings here serve as an effective screen, as well as adding interest to the land
scape itself. 

The plant material used must be able to develop properly with a minimum of 
maintenance under the soil, atmospheric, and climatic conditions of the area. At 
the same time, the plants must be the right type to fulfill the function for which 
they are planned. This of course, requires a thorough knowledge of plants and 
highway planting desigp. 

The designer should study existing plant growth in the vicinity of the project 
and consider it in terms of the development of a planting scheme. Advantage 
should be taken of, and special attention given to, the seasonal effect of bark, 
fruit, flowers and foliage colors. Foliage, branching habit, and size at maturity are 
the most important qualities to consider in selecting plants. Garden annuals and 
perennials should not be planted along highways because of the excessive cost of 
maintaining them under highway conditions. Wild flowers, on the other hand, may 
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Figure 21 . The highway plantings shown here provide attractive groundcover, and screen headlight 
glare of oncoming vehicles. 

be encouraged to grow where mowing and herbicide operations are not limiting 
factors. 

In certain areas the public demand for year around bare pavement requires 
the use of salts for ice removal. Delicate plants will not survive in soils con
taminated by such salts, and obviously should not be placed near the traveled 
way. 

FUNCTIONAL ADVANTAGES OF HIGHWAY PLANTINGS 

Highway plantings have numerous functional advantages. They can make 
significant contributions to greater highway safety and the reduction of mainte
nance costs. 

For example, plantings can be used to screen headlight glare, to assist driver 
guidance, to control drifting snow, and to provide a visual screen and partial sound 
barrier between the highway and adjacent areas (6) . 

Blurred vision is often a cause of accidents. Careful design, proper selection 
of species, and adequate maintenance can eliminate the hazardous and sometimes 
blinding effect of the headlight glare of on-coming traffic on curves and in critical 
interchange areas. 

The designer should thoroughly understand the causes of snow drifting and 
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should consider them not only in designing plantings specifically for snow control, 
but also when designing other plantings ( 7 ) . 

Vegetation, too, makes highways more attractive, which in turn can enhance 
adjacent property values. A tree along the highway may be just as valuable, or 
possess even greater value, than a tree on private property (3). On the other hand, 
a tree too near a pavement is a definite potential safety hazard. 

In an effort to solve practical problems, the effect of plant materials as a 
design element should not be overlooked in integrating the highway with its 
environment ( S ) . Functional plantings can also be artistic creations. By apply
ing sound landscape design principles, the functional and the aesthetic can be 
blended to produce safer and more pleasant highways ( 9 ) . 

PLANTINGS A N D THE URBAN H I G H W A Y 

The environment through which a highway passes should dictate the planting 
design and the type of plant material used. A resolution passed by the legislature 
of California states ". . . that the appearance of freeways and other highways, and 
that their design and landscaping when in keeping with the immediate surround
ings, especially in metropolitan areas, are major factors in their acceptance by the 
public in the affected communities . . . ." 

Appropriate planting can go a long way toward dispelling the animosity which 
often flares up over the location of urban freeways. It may restore, and fre
quently improves, the beauty of the expressway right-of-way. The expressway 
should reflect the character of attractive communities. Informal plantings of 

Figure 22. This wel l -des igned p lan t ing offers a pleasing t ransi t ion be tween the structure and its 
environment . 
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deciduous and coniferous trees, shrubs, and vines provides a green buifer strip 
between the travelway and adjacent urban development. Plantings of this type 
help to reduce traffic noise and screen dust, fumes and glare. Obviously, an 
immediately effective buffer requires large plants and this is expensive. However, 
the psychological effect of proper planting even when small material is used can 
be very satisfactory. The public appreciates sincerity of purpose and is usually 
willing to wait for nature to do the rest (70) . Buffer plantings between the 
motorist and the community provide desirable economic and social benefits which 
continue for many years. 

In general, plants of larger size should be used in urban areas to give a more 
immediate effect. A small percentage of trees as large as 5 to 6 inches in caliper 
may be warranted. The selection of suitable species is a major importance and 
should be based on experience in similar situations. 

On small, steep slopes where it is difficult to maintain grass, woody ground-
covers may be more economical to maintain and more pleasing in appearance than 
turf (77) . Bridge structures and walls can be enhanced by properly locating 
trees, shrubs, groundcover or vines. And in urban areas, mass planting design with 
breadth of scale is dictated by the speed and volume of traffic which requires the 
constant attention of drivers. 

PLANTINGS A N D THE RURAL H I G H W A Y 

The design of rural highway plantings should not be geometric, nor need it 
contain only existing natural species, but it should result in a balance of the natural 
and man-made environment. Plantings in rural areas should be limited. Through 
extended stretches of open country, plantings of shade, flowering, and evergreen 
trees should be used to add interest, frame interesting views, and relieve monotony. 

Along rural roads in the snowbelt states, plantings to control drifting snow 
improve with age, enhance the roadside, and may also help in driver guidance. 
Every effort should be made with such plantings to achieve a harmonious relation
ship with the existing informal environment. 

The designer may wish to indicate certain areas on the plan on which mowing 
should not be performed. If this is done intelligently, the regeneration of native 
growth wi l l be encouraged and a natural blending with surrounding areas wil l take 
place Native growth is frequently desirable in areas which are difficult to mow, 
and there is no need to dictate what is to grow. This form of "naturalization" can 
be hastened and guided by the use of seedlings. Occasional trees related to the 
mass can be planted in adjacent grass areas to give scale and balance to the 
design (72) . 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR H I G H W A Y PLANTING 

Special conditions and special areas dictate different planting treatments, each 
with distinctive problems of design, construction and maintenance. For example, 
low rainfall coupled with extreme variations of elevations and geology are special 
conditions found in such states as Arizona, Texas, New Mexico, Utah and 
Colorado. Roadside design problems usually begin and end with the proper 
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selection of plant material A thorough knowledge of plant material and the 
ecology of the planting site is necessary for a successful planting {13) 

Roadside rest areas and scenic overlooks are also special areas for planting. 
In these areas planting should be kept simple, serving only partially to screen 
sanitary facilities, provide safety and augment existing vegetation. In such areas, 
too, trees may be needed for immediate or future shade. In some situations, 
shrubs or hedges may be needed to discourage people from wandering into traffic 
areas that could be hazardous Hedges that require regular pruning should be 
avoided. When plants used for hedges reach maturity they should have attained 
the desired height. Care should be taken to select plants that will require a 
minimum of care after they are once established (74) . 

Highway planting is normally performed by contract or by state forces. Some 
highway departments also perform plantings in cooperation with civic groups, 
garden clubs, or other governmental agencies. For example, Maryland has a 
policy whereby a particular group pays for the plants and the highway department 
designs, installs, and maintains the planting. The sponsoring group is not allowed 
to install these plantings because of traffic and worker-safety considerations. Co
operative plantings of this type have created excellent public relations through
out the state (75) . 

Highway plantings are no better than the plants used and the methods em
ployed to plant them. First-line quality plants must be obtained and the latest and 
best planting techniques must be used. Generous pit sizes, fertile backfill mixtures, 
proper installation methods, and adequate water and mulch are important. After 
the plants are installed they must not only survive, but they must also do well with 
a minimum amount of maintenance under the existing roadside conditions. Plant
ing contracts should include an establishment period of at least one fu l l growing 
season. 

Following proper installation, plantings must be maintained. The maintenance 
function is of prime importance and funds must be budgeted for this work. The 
first few years are the most important Growth should be stimulated with neces
sary water and fertilizer so as to lessen the time required for plants to reach 
optimum size and density This results in reduced maintenance costs. In addition 
to watering and fertilizing, weeds must be controlled either by hand or with 
chemicals. Other cultural practices such as insect control, pruning, and replace
ments must also be provided as required 

We are in a period of accelerated highway development and, more than ever 
before, comprehensive landscaping must be an integral part of complete highway 
development. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

ROADSIDE REST AREAS 

ROADSIDE rest areas or parks, as we know them today, are a modern innovation, 
but they have roots in the past Like the watering places along the ancient 
caravan routes, these rest areas are often eagerly anticipated by the tired traveler 
as an ideal place to stop and relax Today's roadside rest areas are built solely 
in the public interest and are available without charge to those who care to make 
use ot them They are an important part ot roadside development. 

BRIEF HISTORY OF REST AREAS 

Roadside rest areas were originally built along our Nation's highways as an 
occasional experiment. Their initial purpose was to give the weary motorist an 
opportunity to pull out of traffic for a few moments' rest and relaxation Since 
then, however, the public's acceptance of this concept has been responsible for the 
development of much more elaborate facilities. 

Most of the earlier roadside rest areas were located m rural areas, were an 
acre or two in size, and accommodated about fifteen automobiles No two areas 
were identical but all had much in common They oflered shade, picnic tables, 
drinking water, and often toilet facilities Today, the existing roadside rest areas 
often are not large enough to provide adequately tor the traffic on our primary 
and limited-access roads and they arc bcmg increased in size to accommodate the 
demand for them. Surveys reveal that they will probably have to be increased in 
size again in the very near future Newly constructed rest areas or roadside parks, 
such as those being placed along the Interstate System, are being designed to meet 
the needs of the future. 

I t should be noted that as the Interstate System becomes more fully developed, 
service facilities are rapidly appearing along intersecting roads and will augment the 
rest areas provided on the highway itself. 

MAINTENANCE OF REST AREAS 

Maintenance of Interstate rest areas is different from that given those on other 
roads due not only to the great increase in the number of person using the areas, 
but also because the area is used both day and night It has therefore been neces
sary for the designers to incorporate special measures to permit easy maintenance. 
Each maintenance task must be analyzed to determine whether it can be done more 
effectively by hand or with power-equipment 
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Figure 2 3 . A rest area of good design on an Interstate H i g h w a y — J u n e a u County, Wisconsin. 

Increased use of the roadside rests of course means that more refuse will 
accumulate. Research proves that the most economical way to dispose of this 
material is to burn it in the park in specially designed incinerators. 

Although bare pavement maintenance is not as important on interior roadside 
rest areas as on roadways proper, snow and ice removal from the parking lots, 
ramps and sidewalks should be prompt and so organized that it will coincide with 
the snow removal schedule for the roadways. This adds immeasurably to the 
convenience and safety of the public. Excessive salt should not be used because 
of the harmful effects it has on the adjacent vegetation. 

The caretaker is a key person in any roadside rest area program. He should 
be employed on a full-time basis and have no other duties to perform. The 
work of mowing grass and emptying refuse cans is important and determines the 
appearance of the park, but of more importance is keeping the toilets cleans and 
insects under control. T o accomplish this, the caretaker should know proper sani
tation measures and then be furnished with the necessary tools and supplies to do 
the job. 

If the roadside rest has vault toilets, specific instructions must be given to 
guide the proper use of chemicals to control odors. If the toilet is a water-flush 
type the caretaker must be aware of how to maintain the disposal unit. In most 
cases good housecleaning practices will insure satisfactorily maintained toilets. 
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Figure 2 4 . A f a m i l y vaca t ion ing by au tomobi le takes a " sa fe ty b reak" by hav ing their lunch in the 
pleasant surroundings of this attractive roadside rest area. Note the wel l -des igned d r ink ing f o u n t a i n 
shelter. Rest rooms may be seen behind i t . 

Figure 2 5 . Here is a rest area bul le t in board g i v i n g the motorist impor tan t map i n f o r m a t i o n . 
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Careful cooperation with the state department of health results in safe drinking 
water, sanitation and control of insects at all parks. The caretaker will need 
the help of a floating crew to keep the area mowed and to make minor repairs. He 
should have quick access to police assistance when needed, in addition to regular 
police patrol visits. 

PLANNING ROADSIDE REST AREAS 

Roadside rest areas present new problems and it is always well to take a 
fresh look at procedures. A firm policy should be adopted and approved before 
designing the area in order that preventive maintenance measures can be incorp
orated into the construction plans 

Legislation should be enacted which allows the highway department to pur
chase sites for efficient roadside rests of modern design. Location, purchase and 
development of these areas fal l under general highway construction. The spacing 
of roadside rests should conform to a statewide master plan, and they should be 
selected so as to take advantage of natural topography and scenic qualities 
Necessary land which is outside normal right-of-way width should be part of the 
original right-of-way purchase 

Many normal rest area services include information concerning road condi
tions, location of other service facilities along the route, as well as the location of 
scenic, historic, and recreational areas. Telephones are often included. 

Since roadside rests will be used not only during the daylight hours, but 
during the hours of darkness as well, facilities such as ramps, parking areas, 
shelter houses and toilets should be lighted. 

The increased use of rest areas has dictated the need for water-flush toilets 
in the design In some areas, the design will also have to include heating the 
building Construction of these buildings should be of material that wil l require 
the least amount of maintenance The inside finish should be of tile, or a good 
substitute, that is easy to keep clean. The design should provide not only for toilets 
and wash basins, but might well incorporate a drinking fountain, bulletin board, 
and telephone I f the design includes space for dispensing tourist travel information 
and an attendant is not furnished, then provision tor self service must be con
sidered. 

Good design requires lumber that has been pressure-treated with pcntachloro-
phenol. A l l tables, grills, serving tables and refuse cans should be placed on 
concrete slabs. 

Hard surfaced shoulders on ramps provide for overflow truck parking Curb
ing outlining the parking area eliminates the use of posts and rails. 

Side slopes that are mowed should be no steeper than three on one. Erosion 
control assumes important proportions on the large areas now demanded, so all 
areas should be covered with vegetation and all slopes streamlined to facilitate 
the use of maintenance equipment. 

Grass seed mixtures should consist of species that will tolerate moderate 
pedestrian traffic. Plantings should be used only to screen partially toilets and 
other structures, and to augment existing vegetation. Trees may be needed for 
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1 

Figure 2 6 . Examples of modern comfor t structures in rest areas: (a) Wisconsin and (b) V i r g i n i a . 
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Figure 2 7 . In rest areas where adequate natural shade is unava i lab le , an attractive picnic shelter 
such OS this can be used to great advantage . 

additional future shade, while shrubs, or hedges can be used to discourage 
visitors from walking into areas that may be dangerous. Buffer plantings should 
adequately screen adjacent developments. 

Rest areas, well-designed and well-placed, are without question an important 
adjunct to the "Complete Highway." They add to safety as well as to beauty on 
the road. As more and more traveling is done on the rapidly growing Interstate 
System, such rest and relaxation will take on even more importance. Interstate 
Highway driving is often long-haul driving that can produce fatigue through 
monotony and eyestrain. The rest areas along these highways can obviously make 
significant contributions to the safety of the driver and his passengers. In short, 
rest areas add immeasurably to the ability of our highway system to serve fully 
the motoring public. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

SCENIC TURNOUTS AND OVERLOOKS 

SCENIC turnouts and overlooks arc areas lying adjacent to highways where 
organized parking and viewing accommodations have been constructed for use 
by the motoring public. From these locations an attraction of unusual significance 
or beauty may be enjoyed from a sate vantage point. I t may be a distant body of 
water, a spectacular mountain view, a beautiful river or valley or some similar 
outstanding attraction warranting special consideration. 

While it IS customary to associate these attractions with a rural or wilderness 
setting, there are many opportunities for the installation of such improvements in 
an urban environment, too. These areas can be the "extras" found along the way 
which distinguish an excellent, planned highway from a merely functional one. 
They can convey a philosophy that highways are more than a series of bridge 
structures connected by vast stretches of pavement. 

SELECTING THE SITE 

Usually the site selected for a turnout will represent a climax point along 
a particular section of highway. It will be from this vantage point that the view 
is most outstanding 

In selecting a scenic lookout site, consideration should be given to locating 
the facility far enough away from interchange points so that traffic conflict can 
be avoided. The selected location should also afford traffic approaching the area 
majcimum sight distance This, of course, gives the driver adequate decision time. 

I t is also important that the design of the exit road be such that the driver 
wishing to return to the highway has an adequate view of approaching traffic. 

Normally, scenic overlooks are less completely equipped than rest areas or 
roadside parks. Picnic tables are sometimes provided, but toilets and drinking 
water usually are not. The size of the overlook is also somewhat smaller than 
that of the rest area. However, the average-sized scenic turnout should be large 
enough to protect it from encroachment and insure adequate operating room to 
protect both nearby and distant views It is particularly important that thought 
be given to future contingencies which may obstruct the view from the turnout site. 

Often existing trees growing on land adjacent to a lookout will develop to a 
size where the tree crown will completely obscure the scenic attraction beyond. 
Future developments on adjacent land may also create unsightly conditions A 
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Figure 2 8 . Waterock Knob overlook in Nor th Caro l ina : (a) v i e w of the immediate site, a n d (bl v i e w 
f r o m a h igher e levat ion showing spectacular te r ra in surrounding i t . 
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buffer strip of reasonable width around the margin of the turnout site can often 
prove to be a wise investment. 

IMPORTANT COMPONENTS OF THE SCENIC OVERLOOK 

The parking area of a scenic overlook normally need be designed only for 
passenger cars and cars with trailers. Space for trucks should not be necessary. 
The shape of the turnout will normally be rectangular with the long axis parallel 
to the main highway. A depth dimension perpendicular to the main highway 

Figure 2 9 . A scenic overlook a long the Blue Ridge Parkway in Nor th Carol ina . 

should be based on the existing topography and be chosen where site contour 
suggests. The parking area should be designed for both angle and parallel parking 
to accommodate cars with trailers in a parallel parking pattern. Telephone service 
may also be desirable. 

Normally the attraction will be most impressive during daytime hours 
although in the case of scenic overlooks in urban areas there is abundant oppor
tunity to feature nighttime views. When nighttime use is anticipated, grounds 
lighting should be included for safety purposes. 

Viewing structures such as towers normally should not be installed since 
they require considerable maintenance and may be the cause of accidents leading 
to lawsuits. Proper advance signing should be installed along the highway to 
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let the public know that the scenic turnout is ahead. Such signing should be 
placed far enough in advance of the turnout to discourage shoulder parking. 
This is particularly important when the route passes along a section of highway 
having scenic qualities for an extended distance. 

In situations where an interior driveway system is necessary this should be 
constructed so there will be no great difficulty in reaching the climax viewing 
point in the lookout interior. Grades of 6 to 8 percent are reasonable for cars 
with trailers. 

A n information sign at the site identifying the particular scenic feature being 
viewed is always welcomed by the public. A pedestal-mounted compass-style 

Figure 3 0 . M t . Le Conte f r o m Moloney Point overlook, near Go t l inburg , Tenn. 

orientation disc of adequate size, to which small arrows are attached pointing to 
named scenic objects, can be a helpful item where more than one attraction is 
visible. A n identified location from which pictures may be taken will also be 
appreciated. 

In most cases, scenic lookouts are operated on a seasonal basis. The area 
should be graded and landscaped so that it will lend itself to economical mainte
nance. A few well-positioned shade trees and a well-maintained lawn area are 
the basic ingredients for these types of areas. Slope surfaces flattened to a mini-
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Figure 3 1 . A n overlook a long the George Wash ing ton M e m o r i a l Parkway in Northern V i r g i n i a near 
Wash ing ton , D, C. 

mum of 1 on 6 and molded into the adjacent area will create an overall pleasing 
appearance. A sturdy barrier wall or fence should be erected along the top of 
escarpments as a protection for children at locations having major interior 
elevation changes. Such barriers should be constructed of local material. 

Footpaths may be desirable in cases where the attraction can be viewed at 
close range. Either shredded bark or woodchips are a particularly appropriate 
material for such walks. Should a small stream be an included feature, a rustic 
footbridge would be a nice touch as part of the interior footpath system. Rustic 
benches are welcome along pathways which are of some length or steepness. A n 
adequate number of refuse barrels should be placed strategically throughout the 
area to aid in keeping the grounds clean. Further signs should be placed inform
ing the public that pets must be on a leash when out of cars. Signs indicating an 
exercise area for pets should be posted at conspicuous locations. 

From an administrative standpoint, it is best to number or in some manner 
identify areas such as scenic turnouts. In cases of emergency this can be very 
advantageous. 

Maintenance of the area should be thorough and frequent. Any neglect 
insofar as adequate care of such areas is concerned is reflected in misuse by the 
general public. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SAFETY IN ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT 

T H E "Complete Highway" provides safety, utility, economy, and aesthetics 
through proper planning, location design, construction, and maintenance. Safety 
is very definitely a composite part and it is brought about through the interpreta
tion and application of knowledge. It is a science, but is kindred to the arts. 
Thus, a functional highway can be of considerable aesthetic value and be a safe 
highway as well. 

The need for safety need not be belabored. Suffice it to say that it is 
important that programs for the construction of new roads or the improvement 
of existing roads include considerations for safety not only in the traffic flow, 
but in the roadside development as well, and such considerations must, of course, 
reflect the man's behavior in his use of highways. 

Roadside design factors which significantly influence highway safety are as 
follows (/): 

1. Conservation of natural landscape features in highway location, 
2. Cross-section design and right-of-way width; 
3. Planting designs; and 
4. Development of rest areas and other special sites 

And location and design considerations which conserve and promote natural 
landscape features can affect safety by (a) reducing headlight glare, (b) guid
ing traffic movements, (c) controlling erosion, and (d) serving as a cushion barrier. 

The long, easy movement of curvilinear alignment adds driver interest and 
tends to counter the deadly effect of hypnosis caused by monotony Profiles with 
easy grades that fit the topography relieve the motorist of the need to be concerned 
with changing speeds. The grades flow through the terrain m a manner that 
creates interest and reduces tension. And ample sight distance is provided so that 
emergency stops may be avoided. Divided highways planned as separate one-way 
roads use terrain, shrubbery or other selected plantings to promote safe and 
relaxed driving. 

A relationship of the vertical and horizontal elements of the highway's 
cross-section should reflect existing conditions of terrain. An out-of-control 
vehicle is damaged less on an easy slope than on a sharp one. Flat slopes in the 
"snow states" interpose less interference with wind movements and tend to 
simplify hazardous snow drifting control. 

As has been mentioned, effective planting can reduce headlight glare, define 
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turning movements, delmeate curves, screen distractmg vehicular movements, 
control slope erosion, reduce maintenance operations, and function as a cushion 
barrier and a "snow fence." 

Roadside areas developed for motorists' use for rest, relaxation, and viewing 
the countryside are important to safe driver operations. Since driver fatigue 
and tension are related closely to the manner m which drivers react, it is 
essential that adequate provisions be made for stopping and resting. Rest areas 
should be designed with adequate comfort and convenience facilities to encourage 
proper and frequent use of such special areas. 

PLANNING AND SAFETY 

Highway planning is the thought that not only precedes construction, but that 
continues from project inception to project completion. Planning begins as the 
first meanderings of soft pencil on topographic maps take place—and it is at this 
time that much is either won or lost in the battle for a balanced aesthetic and 
safe highway 

The location planner must be concerned with and have an interest in the 
conservation of land forms and bodies of water, and the inclusion of valuable 
landscape features. And he must be equally concerned with the preservation of 
our cultural, historical and recreational areas The planner must see beyond the 
three dimensions, he must give thought to time and the seasons of the year, to 
areas of sun and shade, to the effects of crosswinds, to the appearance of struc
tures and to textural contrast and color. All of these things are important to the 
evolvement of line and grade if the highway is to fit the land and belong to it. 
The vertical profile must be successfully matched with the horizontal alignment 
to assure their functional integration. Extensive cuts and fills occur, and are 
unavoidable, but in the interest of safety much can be done to make them less 
severe through greater attention to slope rounding, more variation to slope ratios 
and to slope limits. Cuts frequently can lose much of their rigid vertical impact 
by sufficient width of grass shelf beyond the shoulder limits. Greater collaborative 
effort between planning and design will result in a highway that has built-in safety 
features. 

DESIGN AND SAFETY 

Where the planner leaves off, the designer begins. He enters into an area of 
development and refinement that can either enhance the planner's work or can 
tarnish it. The designer's final line, grade, and cross-sections will play a critical 
role in erosion control, snow drifting onto pavement and shoulders, and surface 
and subsurface runoff. Slopes must be more varied and be allowed to conform 
more to the existing ground than the grid-oriented triangle of the template-
maker. Slope rounding is too frequently a token gesture rather than an actual 
attempt at moulding the cleavage of two intersecting planes. 

The AASHO Policy on Landscape development offers guidance on minimum 
distances of trees from traffic lanes This policy is based in part on work done at 
the General Motors Proving Ground (2) 
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Studies have also clearly shown significant safety advantages in designing 
and maintaining shallow-edge drainage ditches Suggested design criteria for the 
widths, depths, and limiting side slopes for ditches, all related to design highway 
speeds, were reported to the Board through the Committee on Geometric 
Highway Design and have been published 

The treatment of the cross-section has a distinct bearing on safety as it is 
related to sight and sound. Slopes can do much to screen the view and traffic 
noise of a highway from adjoining properties. Depressions and/or mounds cannot 
only improve drainage, they can deflect sound and deflect straying vehicles from 
crossing the median Gentle earthen slopes and berms can not only support 
natural growth, but also serve as vital vehicle decelerators, reducing the need 
for more costly fencing or railing Effective sloping with appropriate planting can 
serve to screen annoying headlight glare. Sloping too, can open shaded areas 
to the sun and hasten thawing on an icy highway section. Certainly the work of 
the designer far transcends the surface limits of the highway right-of-way. 

CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY 

Thought and action in the earliest stages of highway construction are neces
sary to assure built-in safety Slope limits may appear on plans and cross-sections 
as specific lines and points of intersect, but they should be viewed as variables 
frequently capable of minor adjustment if improvements can be made by the 
action All too frequently the clearing limits of a highway construction project 
are established as a fixed line or tangent for hundreds of feet in length, without 
the least allowance for deviation. 

MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY 

The concern with the planning, design, and construction of a highway has 
too frequently minimized the importance of maintenance. Not long ago mainte
nance of some of our rural highways was limited to the infrequent surface treat
ment of the pavement. Today roadsides, too, are an important aspect of 
maintenance operations. 

Roadsides require effective management of vegetation Grass needs mowing 
and trees need pruning to provide adequate sight distance. Roadside maintenance 
is essential to a safe highway system. The next chapter discusses this in some 
detail. 

SUMMARY 

Those responsible for roadside development in any highway organization 
have as their role and responsibility the proper and efficient management of the 
right-of-way. The roadside is many things. It is acres and square miles, ground 
cover and forests; streams, rivers, lakes and ponds. It is roadside drainage, slopes, 
walls, barriers and fencing. It is turf plantings, orchards, and wildflowers The 
roadside is picnic areas, rest stops, and scenic views. It is that essential area that 
both separates and unites the highway with its environs 
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The view that the motorist sees from the road—both near and far—should 
be something of value to enjoy and preserve To conserve the roadside is to 
demonstrate that every element of aesthetic worth is an enhancement to the 
safety of the roadway. The collaborative efforts of the engineer and the landscape 
architect in the planning, design, construction and maintenance of our highways 
results in safer, more utilitarian, and more aesthetic highways. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

MAINTENANCE 

T H E maintenance of roadside areas along today's controlled-access highways 
and other primary arterial roads calls for practices that will contribute to a 
pleasing environment, that are conducive to safety, and that are economical. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF ROADSIDE MAINTENANCE 

Before 1940, most American highways had just enough right-of-way to 
embrace a single roadway, V-shaped ditch sections, and space for 1:1 slopes. If 
additional width was taken, the adjacent land owners commonly used it for the 
same purposes as the abutting property. Under such conditions, normal roadside 
maintenance consisted merely of mowing, several times a year, the narrow strip 
separating the edge of pavement and the ditch, removing eroded material from 
drainage structures and ditches, cutting brush, and pruning trees. 

A completely different concept is required to satisfy the needs of our modern 
multiple-lane, divided highways with rights-of-way often 300 feet or more wide 
and which include considerable additional acreage to accommodate frequent and 
complex systems of interchange ramps (7). 

Completion of the 41,000 miles of the Interstate System will add more than 
1,000,000 acres of roadside area to an existing total of 2,500,000 acres. Except 
for arid sections in the southwest, a large portion of this area will be vegetated 
with turf-type growth that will require some degree of maintenance to meet mini
mum standards of utility and aesthetics. 

This information serves as a background for the following review of the 
four basic aspects of roadside maintenance to be discussed here (a) vegetation, 
(b) trees, (c) elimination of noxious plants, and (d) litter. 

VEGETATION 

In the several climatic regions in the United States there is a wide range of 
vegetation, and various turf management practices have been developed to satisfy 
sectional needs. 

In some states there still is no recognition of principles basic to, and 
consonant with, the aesthetic, economic, and utilitarian requirements of extensive 
areas of roadside turf—a situation harking back to the sickle bar, hand scythe 
operations of 30 years ago. Encouraging progress, however, is being made in 
most regions. 
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Figure 32. The median strip of the highway shown here is comparatively narrow and level and is 
maintained through neat mowing. All the elements of this highway are blended into a utilitarian, 
aesthetic, and safe entity. 

The requirements for maintaining turf in humid regions of the south are 
quite different from those essential in cool, north-central states; however, there 
are basic concepts of effective, maintenance management that have general 
applications ( 2 ) . 

Type 

The type of vegetation and intensity of management are dictated by the 
character of the area. For example, urban areas and focal points such as inter
changes will have a large proportion of neatly mowed turf. In many sections 
through rural areas the roadside beyond ditch lines, including slopes, should be 
permitted to revert to native woody species and herbaceous perennials. 

Equipment Needs 

Equipment needs must be determined by cross-section characteristics. In 
selecting mowing equipment the following should be borne in mind: 

1. Gang reels are best for median strips, interchange islands and other large 
areas of flat or gently sloping roadside where neat and uniform turf is desired. 

2. Rotary mowers are best for less frequently mowed areas, and those 
with a surface too irregular to permit the use of gang reels. 
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3. Sickle bar mowing is best for infrequently mowed areas where rotary 
type is not suitable, e. ,(,'., a large area where hay may be a useful by-product. 

4. Flail (hammer knife) mowing is best for areas where growth is coarse or 
bushy, and where windrowing of cuttings is undesirable. 

A number of states have tried contract mowing on an experimental basis; 
Massachusetts has adopted it as routine and reports received thus far have been 
favorable (J). Other states often find it economical to supplement state-owned 
equipment with rental equipment. 

Unlimited mowing from fence-line to fence-line without considering the 
roadside environment cannot be justified either economically or aesthetically. 
Mile after mile of neatly maintained, lawn-like, roadside areas is neither distinc
tive nor indicative of the character of the natural environment of the state or 
locality the motorist views. Research has shown that mowing can sometimes 
displace sod on steep slopes and initiate erosion. 

However, fire hazards may develop in areas where lack of mowing results in 
an accumulation of drying stalks and leaves in the fall of the year. This condi
tion could cause concern during the development stage of an area intended for 
naturalization. If the hazard involved is sufficiently grave, such areas should be 
mowed with a flail-type mower in late summer or early fall (about September 1 
north of the 38th parallel). This procedure will scatter the mowings and prevent 

1 

Figure 34. Effective and economical furf management can best be achieved with equipment adapted 
to the terrain and expertly and safely operated. 
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Figure 35. This photograph illustrates several facets of a really well-planned highway maintenance 
program. Note that the roadside areas adjacent to the woodland have not been mowed and are 
becoming ''naturalized." The guardrail section is clean and neot appearing. The center portion of the 
median has not been mowed, but is weed free and "belongs" to the total environment. 

the possible fire hazard and smothering effects of windrowed cuttings. Following 
a late summer mowing of perennial grasses there will normally be a regrowth that 
will be fire resistant. 

Herbicides 

Herbicides are an important family of chemicals that permit economical con
trol of unwanted vegetation, and contribute to aesthetic values. The three major 
categories of use are as follows: 

1. To control and eliminate broadleaf weeds in turf areas that are intensely 
maintained, and in seldom mowed areas of grass where the presence of tall-
growing, broadleaf weeds would be objectionable. Ester and amine forms of 2, 
4-D are the most commonly used formulations for control of this kind. 

2. To control or eliminate vegetation beneath and adjacent to guardrail sec
tions. Depending on the degree of control desired, several techniques and a 
number of commercial formulations are used in different states. 
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a Stenlants are used in some states with varying effectiveness It the 
sterilants do not move too far beyond the area treated (where they 
may damage needed ground cover vegetation and thereby permit 
the start of erosion), they can serve as an effective means to eliminate 
all growth. In some areas an asphalt spray is applied after placing 
stenlants to provide a longer period of control, lessen the danger 
of the herbicide moving to adjoining slope surfaces, and to protect the 
treated strip from erosion. All the major manufacturers ot herbi
cides produce sterilants which are effective when properly used under 
optimum circumstances (4) 

b Combination ot systemic herbicides, e.g., 2, 4-D and Dalapon, to 
eradicate grasses and broadleaf vegetation are also used with varying 
effectiveness. Time, method, and uniformity of application, species 
of vegetation, and soil types are factors that influence the effective
ness of this group of control agents 

c. Contact herbicides, such as ammonium sulfamate, phenols, sodium 
chlorate and several other compounds, are still used in some areas 
They produce a rapid kill of all exposed plant parts and can ob
viously create adverse effects. 

3 To inhibit the growth of grass beneath guardrail and other portions of 
the right-of-way where turf must be maintained at heights no greater than 8 
inches (5) Retardants are being used m such cases. This chemical (maleic 
hydrazidc) has produced excellent results in some sections, however, research 
projects conducted in several states have demonstrated that careful attention must 
be given the following factors. 

a. Time of application is important. This is difficult to accomplish in 
those regions where the time for effective application is limited 

b. Application must be uniform A small area skipped or missed will 
detract from the appearances of an extensive area. 

c. Many broadleaf weeds resist MH, thus requiring the addition of a 
herbicide on those areas where a dense, high quality turf is not 
present. 

d. It IS comparatively expensive 
e. MH used at 6 to 10 pounds per acre, in combination with 2, 4-D, 

may be effective and economical in eliminating mowing in difficult 
areas such as fence lines and beneath guardrails 

Fertilization 

The maintenance ot an effective turf requires proper mowing, control of weed 
growth, and adequate fertilization Diseases and insects are not to be discussed 
here because these two subjects are seldom given attention in the right-of-way 

Fertilization practices include the extremes ot "we don't bother" in some 
states to "fertilize often—and heavily" in others A useful common sense rule of 
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thumb was expressed by Dr. R. E . Blaser of Virginia Polytechnic Institute: 
"Need for fertilization should be based on the condition of the turf" (6) . 

In the past ten years significant advances have been made in fertihzer use 
and formulations High analysis formulations have lowered the relative cost of 
handling and application. Urea-formaldehyde as a nitrogen source has made it 
possible to extend the effective period of availability for that element of nutrition. 
Complete liquid fertilizers have facilitated maintenance fertilization practices on 
areas (such as wide median strips) adaptable to multiple-nozzle, boom spray 
equipment. 

A fertilizer program should be developed on the basis of a comprehensive 
study by a qualified professional. Connecticut, for instance, has established such 
a program (10) 

The need for maintenance fertilization is particularly important in two major 
categories of right-of-way areas. 

1. Median areas, and turf sections between the outside berms and primary 
ditch lines These are mowed frequently and must be neatly kept for public rela
tions purposes. 

2. Slope areas where turf is the principal vegetation and must be maintained 
for erosion control and aesthetic purposes. 

TREES 

As mentioned earlier, improved highway design practices include conserva
tion of desirable trees in median and other roadside areas. Obviously, maintenance 
organizations must use suitable means to insure their continued existence 

A program to effectively realize the potential aesthetic and utilitarian worth 
of roadside trees includes the following important aspects (7): 

1. Dead and dying trees should be removed and disposed of Losses caused 
by pests of epidemic proportions, such as the Dutch Elm disease, may require 
special sanitation measures to prevent unrestricted spread (8). Special pre
cautions should also be taken when removing and disposing of branches of 
diseased trees. 

2. Particularly valuable trees, by reason of their size, species, location or 
condition, should be given special attention with respect to diseases, pests, injury, 
and need of fertilization. Trees having outstanding value should be fertilized when 
It appears that optimum nutrient requirements are not available for vigorous 
growth. In many instances a high nitrogen fertilizer, such as 10-6-4, applied at a 
rate of one-quarter pound per inch caliper, will serve as a satisfactory stimulant 
On larger trees with widespreading crowns, fertilizer should be applied by placing 
it in holes punched in a regular pattern in the area beneath the outside 20 percent 
of the crown. 

3. Groups of trees and portions of forests conserved within right-of-way 
limits should be managed so as to achieve the greatest aesthetic values. If the 
stands are dense, the less desirable species should be removed to stimulate 
development of the more valuable kinds. A forest-like growth is more interesting 
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to the motorist when the edges are open and the interior areas are visible. Flower
ing trees such as dogwood, redbud, sweet-bay, sourwood, crabapples, hawthorns 
and others not so well known should be favored by removing competing growth 
with less virtue. Dead limbs, and in some instances live limbs, should be removed 
to improve the condition and appearance of otherwise desirable trees. 

4. Storm-damaged trees should be cared for promptly. Broken parts should 
be removed and injured areas treated according to arboristic standards. All 
wind-blown trees must be disposed of to prevent possible infestation from disease 
and insect sources. 

5. Tree removal and trimming practices by public utility companies should 
be carefully regulated and supervised in all cases where they occupy the highway 
right-of-way. Although electric service must be provided and maintained, this 
does not mean that trees must be sacrificed to provide needed power In many 
instances, lines can be relocated to save valuable trees and at the same time make 
possible more trouble-free service. Another electric utility company activity which 
can be the source of environmental pollution involves the indiscriminate use of 
herbicides to eliminate tree growth. Few views along a highway are more un
sightly than trees in mid-summer with one-half their crowns killed with herbicides. 
If the trees interfere with service and must be removed they should be cut during 
the dormant season. To prevent future growth the stumps can be treated with 
herbicide and upon the appearance of sprout growth chemical control can be 
effective. 

6. Trees in close proximity to pavements can be hazardous, and maintenance 
forces at times face the distasteful task of removing poorly located trees for 
safety reasons. The Michigan Highway Department conducted an extensive study 
involving car-tree accidents (9) . Some highway departments have established 
criteria for determining whether or not a tree or other hazard should be removed 
on state trunklines. 

ELIMINATION OF NOXIOUS PLANTS 

Wider rights-of-way and the construction of more and more highway rest 
and relaxation areas are invitations for the highway user to enjoy multiple 
benefits. But the really pleasurable use of such amenities requires an environ
ment that is free of injurious vegetation. This means that it is necessary to get 
rid of plants such as poison-ivy, poison-oak, poison-sumac, stinging nettle and 
other species that cause serious skin irritations Allergy producing plants such as 
ragweed should also be eliminated when concentrations occur in, and adjacent 
to, areas of concentrated use. Particular care should be taken to remove 
harmful species from roadside rest areas, picnic-table sites, overlooks, historic 
sites, and other obvious stopping points along the roadside. 

And from an economic standpoint, a great deal of lost time suffered by 
highway maintenance employees can be prevented through judicious use of 
herbicides. 

Many states have laws requiring eradication of noxious weeds, including 
Canada thistle, poison hemlock, quack grass, dodder, budweed, horse-nettle and 
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Others. When these plants occur on roadside areas adjacent to farm lands they 
should be eliminated with the same sanitation measures used to eradicate those 
species associated with human discomfort. Standard formulations of 2, 4-D and 
2, 4, 5-T, when used as prescribed by the manufacturer, wil l provide effective 
control of most noxious plants at reasonable cost. Some states have developed 
herbicide manuals (10, 11). 

LITTER 

The control of litter has become a burgeoning and expensive operation for 
every highway administrator. I t eats up funds that could be used to build needed 
new highways or to improve existing ones. Estimates indicate that states and 
counties spend about $100 million a year just on the "litterbug" problem along 
state and county roads and highways. The most discouraging aspect of litter is 
that it represents an entirely needless act that negates efforts to develop and 
enhance roadside aesthetics. 

Any program that wil l effectively deal with the roadside litter problem calls 
for each state to establish an administrative unit responsible for all facets of the 
operation, including an intense information program geared to the public, the 
press and cooperating agencies. Litter control and prevention is basically a 

Figure 37. The litter shown here is not only unsightly, it is also very expensive to gather. 
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matter of education. Ideally, of course, such education should start in early 
childhood and should originate in the home, schools, churches, and community 
organizations (72, 13). 

The public information aspects of a litter control program should be aug
mented by attractive receptacles, adequate in number, conveniently placed, and 
scrupulously maintained. Machines to gather efficiently litter along the roadside 
have not yet been designed. Manual collections are required under the majority 
of highway conditions, usually by maintenance crews that are taken away from 
other duties. 

Litter law violations should be treated as misdemeanors and as such be 
subject to rigid enforcement, vigorous prosecution, prompt adjudication, and 
severe penalties. 

SUMMARY 

The maintenance of roadside areas must be an important consideration 
during the design phases. Design and maintenance determine the aesthetic values 
of the highway environment. Everyone benefits when appropriate designs are 
brought into reality (2). 

Maintenance work should be done during the most effective season for each 
class of operation. Mowing intervals should be governed by growth rate to 
avoid rakings; fertilizing should precede maximum growth periods; thinning and 
pruning should precede the dormant period. 

Maintenance of roadside vegetation should be predicated on the need to 
establish and encourage an environment similar to that existing on adjacent public 
or private lands. In urban residential areas, for instance, it is essential to have 
shade trees and turf. Groves of trees should be conserved or established in large 
interchange islands m order to reduce the mowing area. This is an expression of 
good design correlated with economical maintenance and productive of aesthetic 
values. Effective roadside maintenance is actually the end result of a collaborative 
effort that makes a highway safer to travel and more attractive visually. 
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CHAPTER E L E V E N 

FUTURE OF ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT 

ONE measure of the state of maturity of a civilization is its concern for the en
vironment in which it exists The future of roadside development in America is 
very much linked to the rate of this maturation. 

The highway right-of-way was once considered an entity in itself, both 
functionally and visually, and roadside development meant concern only for the 
land within this strip not occupied by pavement. 

I n our Nation's growing understanding of the need for total environmental 
planning and design, the highway is not now seen as a right-of-way with a relatively 
narrow band of pavement and some immediately associated appurtenances, but as 
one element in an environmental complex—a visual corridor within which roadside 
development has a major function to provide a transition between the pavement 
and the adjacent landscape or cityscape, a foreground to the controlled progressive 
display of natural scenes and man-made developments In short, we are now more 
than ever concerned with the "Complete Highway " 

Roadside development must start with highway planning and location; with 
appropriate design that will consider and use elements of the environment; with 
acquisition of adequate rights-of-way to implement such design; with controls 
sufficient to prevent or eliminate objectionable visual elements beyond the right-
of-way through screening, easements, zoning, and education; with conservation of 
existing environments that need not be altered or destroyed. 

Thus, true roadside development is neither a remedial exercise in solving 
functional problems created by necessary construction, nor an attempt to rectify 
mistakes of improper location or poor geometric design. I t is rather a continua
tion of the design process begun with the first reconnaissance studies, and its goal 
is the integration of the highway with the landscape in a manner that will best 
serve the interests of those who use it and those who live near it. 

The future, hopefully, wi l l bring even further emphasis on highway develop
ment aimed equally toward functional excellence and visual satisfaction. I t is 
quite safe to predict that continued research, experimentation, and product devel
opment wil l provide increasingly better solutions for the control of erosion, snow, 
noise, headlight glare and plant growth. 

I t is equally safe to predict future acquisition of adequate rights-of-way 
allowing generously for both grading and roadside development. There wil l also 
be refinements and controls of site preparation and construction operations that 
wi l l leave undisturbed most of the stabilized land forms and vegetation within the 
right-of-way not to be occupied by cuts and embankments. 

73 
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A future can also be hopefully anticipated in which litter, outdoor advertising, 
junkyards and other objectionable roadside distractions wil l have disappeared from 
the visible landscape along the highways 

The continued increase of safety rest areas and scenic turnouts seems assured 
and the growth of driver and passenger services in these areas wil l continue to 
satisfy public needs and wishes 

The future of roadside development, however, lies most in the willingness of 
those responsible for highway development to recognize that the visual experiences 
of the traveler are important to his welfare. 

In this they must be supported vocally and financially by the public they 
serve. The skills of those trained in the creative design of land must be used in 
all stages of the highway development process, from reconnaissance to ribbon 
cutting. 

I t is only through early and continued collaboration of planners, engineers 
and landscape architects that the "Complete Highway" can become an integrated, 
compatible element in the environmental composition of our landscapes, contribut
ing immeasurably to a better America for every citizen. 



APPENDIX 

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND TECHNIQUES 
FOR ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT 

The following comments were prepared by Dr. Ross D. Netherton, Counsel 
for Legal Research, Highway Research Board, from material recently com
piled and published under the sponsorship of the Board's Department of 
Legal Studies. They are included here as a necessary supplement to the 
information given in the preceding chapters. 

ADVANCEMENTS in the concepts and techniques of highway design and land
scape engineering—and in particular the concept of the "scenic highway corridor" 
or "Complete Highway"—^have impelled highway administrators to review the 
authority and procedures which their state's law provide for roadside development. 
I n some instances, questions have arisen about whether existing legal authority of 
highway agencies is adequate to permit fu l l and efficient implementation of the 
concepts that have captured the imagination of highway policy-makers and land
scape architects. 

Preliminary examination of the legal framework within which most states 
operate indicates that needed modification of state laws may range from relatively 
minor administrative actions to amendments of the state constitution. A clear 
understanding of the "pressure points" in the legal framework" of the highway 
program is therefore necessary for an evaluation of the effectiveness of the present 
law to stand up under pressure. 

Viewed in the broadest perspective, the highway departments' legal authority 
to implement roadside development programs resides in the following four general 
powers: (1) the power to regulate directly the use of public highways and the 
privately-owned land adjacent to them—commonly called the "police power"; 
(2) the power of eminent domain, allowing public agencies to take private land 
for public purposes through formal procedures assuring compensation for the land 
taken; (3 ) the power to make contracts, allowing highway agencies to acquire and 
exercise a wide range of rights of a special character with respect to property; 
and (4) the planning function, by which guidelines influencing both public and 
private programs are formulated. 

THE POLICE POWER 

Since the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Berman v. Parker,^ there has been 
no doubt that the police power could lawfully be directed toward the accomplish
ment of positive aesthetic results—that it was not a purely protective power, defend-

> 348 U.S. 26 (1954) 
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ing the community agamst active dangers, but that it was capable of being used 
creatively to shape the community's physical environment as well as its economic 
and social well-being In most states, the application ot regulatory measures to the 
land adjacent to the highway appears to be the easiest and most economical means 
of achieving roadside development goals. Examination shows, however, that in 
several important respects the states' laws regarding the police power need clarifi
cation 

Various views exist regarding the extent to which amenity and aesthetic con
siderations may serve as bases for police regulation of roadside land uses. I t seems 
generally agreed that the presence of these factors along with others representing 
health, safety, morals or economic well-being does not disqualify the latter as 
bases of legislative or administrative action. It is evident, however, that most 
courts still prefer to rely primarily on these latter bases, and only incidentally on 
aesthetic considerations - Recent decisions in New York, Kentucky and Oregon, 
all upholding regulation of roadside land solely to achieve aesthetic goals, may, 
however, signify a growing willingness to extend the roadside landowner's respon
sibility for harmonizing his own development plans with those of the highway 
designer and landscape architect.' 

Historically, zoning has been the chief means of implementing roadside de
velopment plans Current critics of zoning believe, however, that if this technique 
is to remain the most favored, ways must be found to introduce more flexibility 
into Its administration and to bring the entire regulatory process closer to the 
planning process. These suggested needs would seem to be sharpened when applied 
to protection ot features and facilities in scenic corridors. Proposals for regulation 
of roadside land use will have to consider not only the dilTering needs of various 
features for protection and preservation, but also a suitable allocation of adminis
trative responsibility among state (and perhaps local) agencies responsible for 
highways, conservation, recreation, resource development, historic preservation, and 
fish and game preserves. In approaching these problems, significant aid is likely 
to come from the experience of Wisconsin and California in their scenic highway 
program, and the long-standing Federal-state cooperation in the development of 
roads in national forests 

EMINENT DOMAIN 

As with the police power, the past two decades have seen significant expan
sion of the function and scope of eminent domain In terms of function, it is now 
accepted that eminent domain may be used not only to acquire property for the 
actual sites of public works but also for protective purposes surrounding such sites. 
This growth has accompanied a subtle shift in the concept of the "public purpose" 

- Highway Research Board, Outdoor Advertising Along Highways, (Washington, 1958), Rodda, C , 
"Accomphshments of Aesthetic Purposes Under the Police Power," 27 So Calif. Law Rev 149 
(1954) 

= People V Stover, 191 N E 2d 272 ( N Y , 1963), Jasper v Commonwealth, 375 S W.2d 709 ( K y , 
1964), Oregon City v Hartke, 400 P 2d 255 (Ore , 1965) 
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which is to be served by the condemnation ' In recent decisions discussing this 
question the concept of "public purpose" has become equated to "public benefit," 
so that courts will usually uphold any use of eminent domain in which it is 
demonstrated that a benefit to the public will result Legislative determinations of 
public benefit almost always are accepted as conclusive by the courts 

This broadened concept of public purpose has significance for roadside devel
opment for two reasons. In one direction it has opened the way to acquire 
property interests outside the highway right-of-way to permit more extensive and 
varied development and scenic enhancement of roadside areas. Thus, current 
proposals to increase the establishment of roadside rest areas, scenic overlook 
points, informational facilities, and scenic views from the highway contemplate 
public acquisition, development, and operation of selected sites alongside the 
right-of-way. Such taking of land in excess of construction needs has been justi
fied either, (a) for elimination of uneconomic remnants which otherwise would 
be left in private ownership, or (b) to avoid payment of excessive severance 
damages in regular condemnation cases. Acquistion under either theory may be 
followed by public ownership and development, or by resale or lease to private 
parties for development and use in accordance with conditions specified by the 
state. 

Authority for condemnation of land in excess of construction and maintenance 
needs is specifically provided in the constitutions of nine states, and is considered 
to be implicitly within the scope of most other state highway departments' statutory 
authority to condemn. To date, however, no state has made extensive use of this 
authority, or explored its possible uses in an expanded program of roadside 
development. 

The second major result of expanding the concept of public purpose involves 
a major innovation in the function of eminent domain by promoting its use for 
the acquisition of "negative rights" designed to serve as passive, protective devices. 
Such use of eminent domain is illustrated by the acquisition of scenic easements and 
roadside advertising rights having the effect of preventing private use of roadside 
land in a manner which destroys the amenity or natural scenic quality ot the pro
tected area.' Notable examples of the successful development of scenic highways 
by this means are the Minnesota and Wisconsin segments of the Great River Road. 
In the field of roadside advertising control Nebraska and North Dakota have 
recorded several court decisions supporting the state's authority to condemn ad
vertising rights and clarifying the rules of valuation which apply.'' 

Despite these indications that state highway departments' eminent domain 

* Netherton, R and Markham, M , Roadside Development and Beaiitificalion Legal Aiilhority and 
Methods, Pait I , (Highway Research Board, Washington, 1965), discusses state and federal laws 
relating to use of eminent domain and purchase techniques for roadside beautification 

° Particularly valuable discussions of the use of scenic easements may be found in Johrdahl, H , 
"Conservation and Scenic Easements An Experience Resume," 39 Land Economics 343 (1963) 
and the Proceedings of the Conservation Easements and Open Space Conference, sponsored by the 
Wisconsin Department of Resource Development and State Recreation Committee, December 13-14, 
1961, Madison, Wisconsin 
Fulmer v State Department of Roads, 134 N W 2 d 198 (Nebr , 1965). 
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authority is ample enough to allow acquisition of property rights outside of the 
right-of-way, relatively little use of the eminent domain authority for these pur
poses had occurred prior to the recent Presidential call for increased efl'orts to 
preserve and develop the nation's natural beauty in February 1965. Subsequently, 
Federal-aid legislation and state enabling legislation, aimed at implementing this 
advancement in the national highway policy, have laid the foundation for a greatly 
expanded program of property acquisition in the roadside areas adjacent to 
Interstate and Federal-aid primary highways and specially designated scenic roads 
and parkways. 

A possible further legal problem connected with the acquisition of property 
for roadside development has been raised by the existence in 28 states of consti
tutional amendments requiring that state highway user-tax revenue be used only 
for highway purposes While these so-called "anti-diversion amendments" have a 
common intent and background, there is considerable variation in their language, 
some stating that highway user-tax revenue must be "used solely for construction, 
reconstruction, repair and maintenance of public highways." A recent decision of 
the North Dakota supreme court has held, however, that the state highway depart
ment's use of its earmarked tax funds for acquisition of outdoor advertising rights 
outside the right-of-way of the state's Interstate System highways was not an un
lawful diversion of highway funds.' Further clarification of the application of the 
anti-diversion policy of the state and Federal highway law wil l no doubt occur as 
programs for development of scenic highway corridors reach their fu l l scope. Evi
dence of the liberal attitude of the courts in the interpretation of the restrictive 
language of these laws—revealed in their rulings on use of highway user-tax funds 
to acquire access rights, marginal lands, advertising rights, and pay the costs of 
relocating utility fixtures and displaced persons—strongly suggests that the pre
vailing concept of highway purpose is broad enough to include roadside develop
ment. 

THE POWER TO CONTRACT 

Used to its fu l l capability, the power of public agencies to enter into and 
perform contractual arrangements may be used for the purchase of property, the 
procurement of services, and sharing of costs and responsibilities for roadside 
development, and many other objectives. Using this authority public agencies 
may arrange cooperative programs, or may give assistance to and receive assist
ance from private groups. 

The versatility of such arrangements is shown by the example of the Mary
land State Roads Commission in entering into cooperative roadside landscaping 
agreements with municipal governments and citizens' garden clubs. Under these 
agreements the costs of materials and the labor necessary for roadside plantings 
are shared among all parties to the arrangement. This practice has resulted in 
improving the general appearance of numerous segments of urban and small town 

' Newman v State, 133 N W.2d 549 (N. Dak , 1965) 
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Streets and roads, and, if widely adopted, could complement the special efforts 
made to landscape the roadsides of major express highways and urban area 
parkways 

The versatility of the contractual power may also be seen in the establish
ment of protective patterns of land use in roadside areas. As used in Wisconsin's 
current 10-year program of resources development, contractual arrangements have 
been used variously to develop the recreational use potential of land, protect 
natural scenic beauty and amenity, preserve open spaces, and to guide the pace 
and location of urban development. The Wisconsin experience illustrates how, 
once public objectives are clearly defined in legislation and administrative directives, 
the contracts, covenants and easements may be adapted to the particular needs 
and wants of the landowner, the public, and the terrain of the site involved. 
Negative aspects, limiting what the owner may do with his land, may be balanced 
with positive aspects, in which public-private cooperation may be undertaken to 
promote private development along lines which enhance community benefits.'' 

Roadside improvement and development objectives have also been advanced 
by means of agreements between public agencies and private landowners in which 
incentives have been offered tor establishment and maintenance of scenic views. 
While little experience exists with the incentive approach, experiments are being 
conducted under state legislation enabling counties to grant property tax advan
tages to owners who agree to protect scenic views, and federal laws making possible 
the extension of Soil Bank benefits to landowners who agree to manage land in 
accordance with specified development standards 

The public power to contract (or make bargains) has also been used in the 
administration of planning and land use control laws. Thus, permits to develop 
or redevelop land have sometimes been issued on condition that the developer 
set aside a certain amount of land for open space, or recreational facilities, or 
future streets or street widening. Landowners may also be required to impose 
restrictive covenants upon the land they develop, so that these covenants "run with 
the land" to subsequent owners who must preserve the standards laid on by the 
developer. Such standards have been effectively used to preserve the appearance 
and character of residential, historic, and parkland areas, and have been suggested 
as equally useful to maintain roadside areas having features or facilities of particular 
interest. 

Valuable experience in using agreements to establish cooperative working 
relationships in the planning and management of transportation systems in urban 
areas is currently being acquired as a result of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 
1962'' This experience offers both the opportunity to incorporate roadside devel
opment principles into the planning of urban highway systems, and the opportunity 
to apply the same cooperative techniques to the development of regional programs 
for developing facilities combining scenic, recreational, historical, and conservation 
features. 

' Proceedings of Conservation Easement and Open Space Conference, note 5 supra 
"Title 23, U S . Code, Highways. Sec 134 
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The extensive power of public agencies to enter into contracts and perform 
agreements offers a variety of possible applications to the work of roadside develop
ment. Having the advantage of extreme flexibility, it is adaptable to a wide range 
of public objectives and private desires. 

THE PLANNING PROCESS 

Although seldom characterized as one of the "powers" of government, the 
planning functions carried on by public agencies are nevertheless capable of exert
ing important influences on the actions of private landowners and developers. The 
plans of public agencies for locating various service facilities (such as highways, 
sewers, and water systems) within a region inevitably hasten or retard the pace of 
private land development. What a public facility looks like also often influences 
the appearance of the private development that grows up around it. Public plan
ning, therefore, has the capability of reducing the environment of a community 
to the lowest common denominator of public taste, or of expressing standards which 
compel developers to design and build up to the best ability of all concerned 

To what extent is the planning process in highway programs now recognizing 
the potential of the roadside, and providing for its development? 

American highways generally, and even the vast highway modernization pro
gram begun in 1956, have not enjoyed a reputation tor fostering a balance between 
functionalism and beauty. In the showdown functionalism has prevailed. Insight 
concerning this tendency has been provided by the statement of the Federal 
Highway Administrator in September 1965, as follows: 

We in the highway profession recognize and accept certain basic responsibihties, 
whether in finding a specific new route location, designing a project, or planning an 
entire new highway program But we have other responsibilities in our planning 
to cause the least possible disruption or damage—and even to enhance where 
possible—the locations and situations upon which our highways impinge These 
include forests and wildlife habitats, parks, recreation facilities, close-knit com
munity areas, historic and scenic sites, and the landscape generally 

Such objectives are not always altogether attainable, but highway planners are 
sincerely trying to achieve them If we cannot meet all demands by all interests, it 
IS not because we are not interested Sometimes the non-traffic demands conflict 
among themselves, or with traffic safety Sometimes they are wholly unreasonable, 
or far too costly, or cannot legally be paid for from highway funds. 

If highway officials have seemed hesitant to spend money for social needs and 
amenities affected by highway construction and use, it is because by tradition their 
responsibility has been to the highway user who pays the bills But in this age of 
the Great—and complex—Society, the highway user must accept expenditure of 
reasonable amounts of his taxes for such purposes I believe that he does willingly 
accept this, as a proper part of transportation cost and as a social responsibility. 
So the highway official need be less hesitant that he used to be 

Following the President's Message on Natural Beauty in February 1965, 
responsible spokesmen for the departments of the Federal government whose 

"Press Release, U S Department of Commerce, containing remarks of Federal Highway Adminis
trator at the annual meeting of the American Forestry Association, September 6, 1965 
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principal activities involve conservation, roadbuilding, public lands, and natural 
resources all commenced programs to systematically preserve or promote natural 
scenic beauty as part of their work. Joint efforts of these agencies to actively 
improve the scenic quality of the corridors through which the highway system 
runs were commenced through a study of the possibilities of creating a Scenic 
Roads and Parkways Program withm the Federal-aid highway program 

Elsewhere within the Federal-aid legislation already in existence attention 
was called to provisions of the law—some of which had remained relatively un
known and unused for the past twenty years—which offered possibilities to planners 
and highway engineers New resources were added through the Highway Beauti-
fication Act of 1965, enacted by Congress in October 1965, which provided 
authority tor immediate appropriation of non-matching Federal funds for states to 
acquire additional land adjacent to Federal-aid Interstate and primary highways 
for expanded roadside development. 

This fresh emphasis on the goals and benefits of preserving and enhancing 
the amenity of highway design and roadside development, coupled with tangible 
legislative and financial support, have given the planning profession both the moti
vation and the means to assert the leadership influence of which planning is 
capable. 
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F T I H E NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES is a private honorary organization of more 
I than 700 scientists and engineers elected on the basis of outstanding contributions 

to knowledge. Established by a Congressional Act of Incorporation signed by 
Abraham Lincoln on March 3, 1863, and supported by private and public funds, 
the Academy works to further science and its use for the general welfare by bringing 
together the most qualified individuals to deal with scientific and technological problems 
of broad significance. 

Under the terms of its Congressional charter, the Academy is also called upon to 
act as an official—yet independent—adviser to the Federal Government in any matter 
of science and technology. This provision accounts for the close ties that have always 
existed between the Academy and the Government, although the Academy is not 
a governmental agency and its activities are not limited to those on behalf of the 
Government. 

The NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING was established on December 5, 1964. 
On that date the Council of the National Academy of Sciences, under the authority 
of its Act of Incorporation, adopted Articles of Organization bringing the National 
Academy of Engineering into being, independent and autonomous in its organization 
and the election of its members, and closely coordinated with the National Academy 
of Sciences in its advisory activities. The two Academies join in the furtherance 
of science and engineering and share the responsibility of advising the Federal Gov
ernment, upon request, on any subject of science or technology. 

The NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL was organized as an agency of the National 
Academy of Sciences in 1916, at the request of President Wilson, to enable the broad 
community of U.S. scientists and engineers to associate their efforts with the limited 
membership of the Academy in service to science and the nation. Its members, who 
receive their appointments from the President of the National Academy of Sciences, 
are drawn from academic, industrial and government organizations throughout the 
country. The National Research Council serves both Academies in the discharge of 
their responsibilities. 

Supported by private and public contributions, grants, and contracts, and voluntary 
contributions of time and effort by several thousand of the nation's leading scientists 
and engineers, the Academies and their Research Council thus work to serve the 
national interest, to foster the sound development of science and engineering, and to 
promote their effective application for the benefit of society. 

The DIVISION OF ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH is one of the eight major 
Divisions into which the National Research Council is organized for the conduct of 
its work. Its membership includes representatives of the nation's leading technical 
societies as well as a number of members-at-large. Its Chairman is appointed by the 
Council of the Academy of Sciences upon nomination by the Council of the Academy 
of Engineering. 

The HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD, organized November 11, 1920, as an agency of the 
Division of Engineering and Indust-ial Research, is a cooperative organization of 
the highway technologists of Amer a operating under the auspices of the National 
Research Council and with the su îport of the several highway departments, the 
Bureau of Public Roads, and many other organizations interested in the development 
of highway transportation. The purposes of the Board are to encourage research 
and to provide a national clearinghouse and correlation service for research activities 
and information on highway administration and technology. 






